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September 4, 1975. 
Curators 
Itear 
l Mari"ac ' 
f \ .. roposal 
L 
.. 
~. . ~~--~----~----~--Hob Richardson 
At the Aug. 1 meeting of the 
Board of Curato1;s of the Uni-
versity of Missouri, UMSL's 
Chancellor Arnold B. ' Grobman 
gave a detailed presentation 
placing the purchase of Marillac 
and the establishment ' of a 
school of optometry as the 
number one priorities in capital 
improvement and academic ex-
pansion on the UMSL campus. 
According to Grobman, under 
the present five-year plan for 
capital improvement approved 
by the Board of Curators , UMSL 
is scheduled for three major 
capital improvement projects if 
the necessary funding is made 
available; a new science build-
In'g; a business administration 
building and library expansion. 
Under the present plan 'i'f 
funding ' is available, the ' new 
buildings would be ready for 
occupancy no earlier than 
February, ~980. If, however, 
Marillac is purchased, then oc-
cupancy could conceivably take 
place as early as September, 
1976. 
Grobman outlined four options 
~ facing UMSL in order to fulfLIl 
space requirements. 
The first option is to build the 
new structures on the present 
campus with no provision for a 
school of optometry. This would 
add 250,000 square feet of 
instructional spa'ce at a cost of 
$13.5 million or $54 per square 
foot. This would bring the pre-
sent campus land area to a point 
of saturation and end further 
expansion. 
Under the second option, also 
excludiong the optometry school, # 
the Marillac campus would be 
(continued· on page 7) 
Bicentennial 
Contest 
The American Revolution 
Bicentennial Commission has 
announced their sponsorship of 
the Bicentennial Contest Project. 
This project has the support of 
the Univel;Sity of Missouri Pres- . 
ident, C. Brice Ratchford , who 
initiated efforts on each campus 
to provide the publicity needed 
to make all University of Mis-
souri students, faculty and staff 
aware of the contest. Competi-
tion, which is open to persons 
from grade four through college 
and adult level , is in art , music, 
poetry, essay and oratory. 
The entries must be' submitted 
to the State Bicentennial Office 
by Oct. I, 1975, and judging will 
begin soon thereafter, on four 
levels -- local school district, 
county level , Congressional Dis-
trict level, and statewide. 
Applicants may receive entry 
blanks and/ or further inform-
ation by contaCting the Office of 
Student Activities, 262 Univers-
~'t Center, or by writing the issouri American Revolution icentennial Commission, Box 
1776, Jefferson City, Mo. 65101. 
• Dr. Benjamin Spock, wo' enowned baby authority was on campus 
last week to take part dIe People's Party Convention. Story on 




An UMSL reference librarian 
has fLIed suit against the Uni-
ver.sity of Missouri charging that 
its medical benefits program 
regarding nontherapeutic abor-
tions is unconstitutional. . 
Barbara Lehocky; 28 years old, ' 
filed the charge in U. S. District 
court on May 1 , naming the 
Curators of the University of 
Missouri as defendants. 
Both parties will submit briefs 
to Judge John K. Regan who 
will make the decision . It is 
anticipated that a decision will 
be reached by the end of the 
year. 
Lehocky's suit says the uni-
versity dt"nied her $250 in medi-
cal benetits fo an abortion shf' 
had on July 26,1973. 1n her 
medical claim to the administra-
tors of the.. policy, Lehocky chose 
not to state that her abortion 
was medically necessary. The 
university's policy is to cover 
abortions which are for treat-
ment of an illness or for medical 
reasons. 
She is seeking $150 in dam-
ages, attorneys ' fees and a court 
order overturning the policy. 
Lehocky told the Current her 
abortion was for medical reasons 
but she did not state so in her 
claim to the policy administrator, 
Blomquist , Battle and Campbell, 
.1nc., because she felt "it was 
none of their business." 
Shortly after filing her 1973 
medical benefits claim, she was 
informed in a letter from the 
UMSL personnel office that 
"under the University of Mis-
souri plan , elective termination 
of pregnancy is not covered. 
Termination is covered if it is for 
treatment of an illness or is 
performed for medical reasons." 
Lehocky 's attorney . Frank 
Susman, told the Current that 
under the equal proteetion 
clause of the fourteenth amend-
ment, a state medical benefits 
program which covers abortions 
must cover all abortions, elective 
as well as medically necessary 
terminations. Moreover, 
Susman said , under that same 
(continued on page 2) 
'Vice cltancellors propos~d lJy GrolJman 
Carolyn Carter ______ _ 
UMSL's new Chancellor, Arn-
old Grobman has constructed a 
proposal requesting three vice 
chancellors to aid him in meet-
ing the university's needs. 
According to Everett . Walters, 
dean of faculties, Grobman has 
discussed his proposal with the 
Senate Goals and long Range 
Committee, faculty groups and 
students. 
The proposal calls for three 
vice chancellors who would re-
port directly to the chancellor. 
One planned position is for 
Vice Chancellor for Academic 
! Affairs, which would include all 
deans of colleges and schools 
and related units assisting credit 
and degree programs, suc~ as 
the media . center, the library, 
admissions. records , ' and other 
related areas. 
The Vice Chancellor for Com-
munity Affairs position would 
include the campus community 
in the areas of student activities, 
athletics, counseling and other 
campus related affairs . It would 
also include the off-campus 
community which would encom-
pass 'urban problems, the Office 
of Public information and the 
Office of Development. ' 
pus has to be settled somewhere. 
and that somewhere is too often 
the chapcellor' s office." 
By having vice chancellors. th 
hope is that the chancellor would 
be able . to spend more time 
advocating the campus and gen-
erating outside acceptance. This 
would mean spending more time 
with the Board of Curato! ~, th'e 
central administration, legisla-
tors and local and civic leaders. 
APO has book pool The third postion, the Vice-Chancellor for Administration. 
would include the buildings and 
grounds, budgeting, personel. 
payroll, security. the bookstore 
and possibly other. 
According to Turner. there are 
too many people reporting to the 
chancellor. "By in large, I think 
vice chancellorships is an excel-
lent idea. "said Turner. Kathy O'Brien 
'The Alpha Phi O~ega hater-· 
mty IS holding a Book Pool from 
August 26 to September n in 
Room 227 of the Business and -
Education building. The purpose 
of the Book Pool is to provide 
students with an alternative to 
the University Book Store. 
Central Council has appointed a 
committee of three to help APO 
. this year. Harlie Frankel, APO 
'Treasurer, said, "It takes so 
much man power APO couldn't 
do it themselves." 
Hadie said, that students can 
get a much better . deal than at 
the book store' because the 
middleman is eliminated. Stu-
dents selling books will get more 
for them and students buying 
books will be able to purchase 
them for less at the APO BOOK 
Pool indiclrted Kurt Watts, Vice 
President of Central Council and 
one of the Central Council 
members helping APO. 
The Book Pool wil be open 
Tuesday though Firday from 
10:30 to 2:pm and on Tuesday, 
W"ednesday and Thursday even-
ings from 6:00pm to 8:00pm 
September 5 will be the last day 
books are sold. Books should be 
picked up on the 15,16,and 17. 
Anything not picked up becomes 
property of the Book Pool. 
Accordin~ to Harlie Frankel the 
the book store has never voice~ 
any complaints. He said, "1 
don't think they really consider 
us much of a threat." 
Dennis Klazura, director of the 
Book Store, said in reference to 
APO, "It can provide a certain 
level of service. One has to 
realize that that kind of co-op is 
mainly a seller's market." 
Klazura indicated that he would 
be happy to help APO with 
anything he can. He said, "My 
only concerns are that students 
won't be misleo either by the 
Store or APO. We're both here 
to serve the stnnP.nts." 
The main purpose for creating 
vice chancellorships would be to 
'buffer the chancellor from being 
involved in too many inner-cam-
pus decisions. . 
Emery Turner, now dean of 
business administration and 
UMSL's interim chancellor last 
year, said. "The chancellor 
plays the role of court of last 
appeals. Everv dispute on cam-
Presently on campus UMSL has 
two offices. the Dean of Facul-
ties and the UMSL Business 
Officer, which help decrease the 
number of people reporting to 
the chan<!ellor. Even these 
offices, however, are swamped 
with too many problems tei -
answer to, said Turner. ' 
Both Walters and Turner said 
the need for vice chancellors has 
(continue on page 7) 
STUDENT ORIENTATION: Bill McMuUan, right, leads one of the many tours given to aid new Shld~i)J~-8 
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1ellocky ~Jjortion suit 
(cont~ued from page 1) 
"The Supreme Court decisions ' 
on the cases of Roe ~s .Wade 
and Doe vs. Bolton made on 
Jan.22,1973, struck down all 
abortions statutes in the United 
States, thus recognizing a wo-
man's right to an abortion. 
Richard Paten, the curators' 
attorney in this case, -told the 
Current from his office in Col-
umbia that he would not feel 
"ethically justified in discussing 
the case while it is under 
litigation. 
"I think the place fot: trying ' 
cases is in the courts and not the 
press," Paten said in a tele-
phQ.ne interview. 
"More specifically to this case 
is the Woulf vs. Singleton case 
of Dec. 31, 1974. In that deci-
sion, the U. S. Court crf Appeals 
,stated that the -Missouri State 
Medicaid Program could not 
exclude abortion payments white 




•• And most recently, the Doe 
vs. Poelker decision handed 
down by the U.S.Court· of Ap-
peals on April 14 supports us. It 
said that St. Louis puplic hospit-
als had to perform abortions. 
"We're saying that a woman 
has the right to carry or termin-
ate a pregnancy," Susman said. 
"'of course, the university does 
not have to porvide any matern-
ity benefits. But if they_ do 
provide delivery benefits , they. 
have to provide termination 
benefits . " 
Application forms for the 
Minority Student Service Coa-
lition are available at the Infor-
mation desk, the library, Project 
United and the Black Culture 
room . Applications should be 
retuned to the Black Culture 
Room no later than Sept. 15. 
ai-state 
passes sold 
Weekly Bi-State bus passes 
are being sold at the University · 
ilnformation Desk. The cost is 
$3.50 and can be bought Mon. -
Ii niversity genera!' c£,unsel , _ Fri. from 7 am to 8:~5 pm. 
Tickets 8.re limited·· programs 
blanks are available at the 
Desk, University Center Lobby, 
Powell Symphony 
'718 N. Grand Blvd. 
" 
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Standing next to UMSL Police Chief, 
James N~lson, are campus ~mcers Edward 
Harrison and Karen Voss. Both graduated . 
from the St. Louis PoUce Academy Aug. 
28. Hanois graduated seventh in his class 
and Voss sixth, out of a class of twelve. 
New daily parking lot and ·traffic 
regulations make comn:-uting easier-
UMSL has adopted a new 
parking system for the benefit of 
students. A system which will 
cost the student less money and 
less trouble. 
The daily parking' charge of 50 
cents will remain the same, but 
the charge for traffic violatons-
has decreased. 
In' the past traffic violations 
could cost anywhere from $2 to 
$10. This year all illegal parking 
and ille{al registration fees cost 
$3, and all illegal 'moving viola-
tions now cost $5. ' 
The most sepious violations 
counterfeiting, altering or de-
facing a parking permit or 
displaying a counterfeit, altered 
or defaced parking permit shall 
result in a fee of double the 
full-time semester parking fee 
and a referral for disciplinary 
action. This policy has also been 
carried ,over from last year . 
The 100 daily parking signs 
....: 
posted around campus inform 
students where they can park if 
they drive a vehicle to school 
that does not display a valid 
'parking-permit. The daily park-
ing lot is located at the north- , 
west end of campus. There are 
black and orange signs posted 
along the driveways directing 
students to the daily parking lot. 
The daily parking lot eliminates 
registering your car at the 
cashiers office and then return-
ing to your car after class only to 
find a ticket on your windshield. 
There is a lot attendant on duty 
starting at 6:30 am who collects 
the 50 cent fee. 
Any vehicle not displaying a 
valid parking permit that is 
parked in any area other than 
the daily parking lot will receive 
a ticket. ' 
The new daily parking lot and 
the change in parking fees are a 
r~sult of students complaining 
about the prices of violation 
fees. 
According to UMSL Police 
Chief James Nelson, some stu-
dents were getting bit fairly 
heavily with parking tickets. 
With approximately 6,000 cars 
a day parking on campus we 
would have a real mess if no 
control existed," sai<i Nelson. 
In addition to advocating the 
proper use of traffic regulatioRs, 
Nelson also urges students to 
report any observed instances of 
vandalism or illegal tampering. 
There are seven red emer-
gency phones on campus, five of 
- w,hich are in the parking areas. 
If a student observes trouble or 
needs help all he has to do is 
?ick up the ,receiver, and"-i.m-
nediate contact is made with the 
;ecurity office. 
The other two emergen'cy , 




The Committee on Committees of 'the University Sen!lte is soliciting interested 
volunteers or nominations for Senate Committee membership for the 1975·76 academic 
year. One does not have to be a Senate member to be eligible. 
The responsibility of- the Committee on Committees. is' to nominate members for 
standing and ad hoc committees (of the Senate) for election by the Senate. Nominations 
ar~ presented for approval at the first regular Senate meeting ol the academic: year . 
Listet} , belo,w are those committees for which· membership i!, open. Please list in' order 
those committees for which you have the interest and the willing.ness to serve. 
'-
, Name 
Curriculum and Instruction 
_Admission and Student Aid _ 
University Library 
Welfare and Grievance 
Student Affairs 
Student Publications J 






Phone Number --~------~--~---- Year 
-----------------
'Comments: Please indicate any special qualifications or experience which you feel 
would assist the committee. 
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(Due to popular demand , we feature in this issue a collection 'of additional work by Mike Peters. 
"'See page 14.) \ . 
EDITORIALS 
Re~ewable scholarships may be 
detrimental to education 
Each year, hundreds of high school seniors are 
• awarded Curator's Freshman Scholarships, applic-
able at any of the four University of Missouri 
campuses. The award, which pays for two 
semesters of the recipient's incidental fees, 'is 
given based on academic performance as. demon-
strated by grade point average and college 
entran<.:e test scores. ' 
While this scholarship, as well as the waiver of 
fees program is a welcome gift and a great 
financial help to these students, it may prove a 
deterrent ~o the goal upon ~hich it should be 
ba-sed: the education of the student. The reason 
behind this is that the scholarships are renewable 
annually through high academic perforll)ance, 
placing a variety of obstacles between the student 
and his education. 
The obstacles are varied and numerous enough 
to hinder a student i(l at least one of many ways. 
Probably, the safest method ,for a student to 
ensure his scholarship renewal is by avoiding 
taking classes which are too difficult, despite their 
educational value. This is potentioally harmful in 
at least two ways. First. the student has 
eliminated the chanc~ to gain from this class, if it 
would happen to benefit him. And second, the 
student may be eliminating the improvement of 
his study skills; a normal result from a challenging 
class. 
Assuming the student does not avoid difficult 
classes. he may still find himself lured toward this 
financial web. Inevitably, his schedule will contain 
at least one class in which he can excel without 
study. This seems only natural for a student of a 
high enough academic calibre to earn the schol.ar-
ship. So, it seems the financial push toward a high 
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Mark Henderson 
Features Editor .•.•.•.•••.. Genia QuaDs 
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grade in the more difficult classes would neces-
sarily detract from study in the easier class . When 
a lecture or lab may be missed without harming a 
good grade, it becomes extremely tempting to use 
that time to earn the high grade in the challenging 
class. In this instance, the additional learning 
. missed represents a direct barrier to a financial 
goal. Indeed, the financial goal represents a 
barrier to the education. 
I 
But perhaps the most important loss of the 
student forced to fight for high grades is that of 
outide activity, posing another multi-faceted prob-
lem. If a student, in a quest for a high grade point 
average, chooses to eliminate extracurricular 
activities , he could easily lose something of social 
and educational value. It seems obvious that one' s 
studies could easily be aided by the pause from 
mental stress and potential self-fulfillment these 
activities may provide. 
Surely there are ell.ough pressures to earn high 
grades already, without adding financial ones. 
Even students who prefer to not sell out will 
realize that when scholarship funds are withdrawn, 
time-consuming jobs are -often needed to replace 
them. These could detract from study even more. 
These scholarships are extremely valuable, and 
by no means should they be ta,ken away. But it 
seems their structure should be altered in order to 
elim~nate this harmful pressure. The student, and 
in turn, the educational community stand to 
benefit. If the true purpose of the awards is to 
further education, then it is clear that a change is 
in order. 
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LETTERS, 
Obiects to Current comme,ntary. . • 
. 
Dear Editor: 
This letter is written in regard 
to a commentary written by 
Mark Henderson appearing in 
the July 29, 1975 issue of the 
Current. Mr. Henderson's com-
. mentary is extremely critical of a 
recent Central Council meeting 
and in particular is critical of 
my performance as chairperson. 
I feel that Mr . Henderson 's crit-
icisms in regard to myself are 
totally unjustified and it is to 
those criticisms thit I wish to 
address m'yself. 
Mr . Henderson first cites what 
he calls an apparent conflict 
between myself and represen-
tative John Stover. Henderson 
seems to intimate that this 
so-called conflict stems from the 
fact that Mr. Stover and I were 
both candidates for chairperson 
of Central Council. He is also 
critical of what he calls par-
)jamentar~ arguments between 
the two of us. Mr. Henderson 
could not be further from the 
truth. There is no conflict what-
soever between myself and Mr. 
Stover. We have been on the 
most amicable of terms since my 
election as chairperson. Mr. 
Stover will substantiate this. 
What Mr. ' Henderson refers to a 
parliamentary arguments are 
simply' occasions when repre-
sentative Stover had questions . 
about an interpretation of the 
Chair. As chairperson I . have 
always welcomed these types of 
questions and they are in no way 
arguments. 
Mr. Henderson goes on to say 
I seemed "devious." He does 
not substantiate this in any way 
and I consider it to be aslander-
ous statement. Henderson criti-
cizes me for not always checking 
the rules when it is requested. If 
Henderson would attend more 
than just an occasional meeting 
he would know that I, or 
someone at my instruction, does 
check the rules whenever I have 
a reasonable doubt about them. 
I have also pointed out several 
times that when a member is 
unhappy with an interpretation 
of the chair, that member is free 
to contest the ruling . Mr. 
Henderson also questions my 
dual role as parliamentarian and 
' chairperson. If Mr. Henderson 
would check previous minut~s he 
would know it is a matter of 
record that Central Council has 
voted not to have a separate 
parliamentarian. 
M r .Henderson also criticizes 
me for reassuming the chair 
after speaking on an issue and 
prior to a vote. This is not 
against the rules of Central 
Council. Mr. Henderson inti-
mates this as being an example 
of me becoming possibly "auto-
cratic." If Mr.- Henderson had 
studied the situation carefully he 
would have seen it would have 
been truly autocratic for me to 
have stayed on the floor. Had I 
stayed on the floor I would have 
been ill a position to automat-
ically have a vote and would 
have also caused the person 
temporarily assuming the chair 
to have lost their vote. What I 
did was the democratic thing 
and that was to reassume the 
chair and leave myself in a 
position that would have allowed 
me to vote only in the case of a 
tie. Though it happens only 
rarely, this particular vote did 
end in a tie and I fulfilled my 
duty as chairperson and broke 
the tie. Mr. Henderson, obvi-
ously not aware of the rul~s , 
says "This' is not right." 
It is my feeling that Mr. 
Henderson is not right in criti-
cizing my actions in this in-
stance, since he is obviously not 
aware of the rules and pro-
cedures involved. I would urge 
Mr. Henderson in the future to 
make sure he knows what he is 
writing about. Hopefully this will 
stop Mr. Henderson from 
making unfair, libelous and 
inaccurate statements. 
As a former member of the 
Current staff who is proud of the 
Current' 3 tradition for accuracy 
and 'quality it is my hope that 
poor writing like that of Mr. 
Henderson's neve'r again ap-
pears in the Current. 
Mr. Henderson seems to have 
the courage to use the power of 
print to criticize, so I hope he 
will have the courage to ayolo-
gize in print. 
Paul S. April 
Chairperson, Central CooncU 
I 
.. 
• • • and the author replies 
Dear Editor: 
Occasionally, in the state of 
being a zealous young reporter, 
what starts out a perhaps a good 
idea winds up, through inexper-
ience, carelessness, or arro 
gance, a complete disaster. I am 
/ . 
referrmg to the Commentary I 
wrote, mentioned in the above 
letter, which appeared in the 
July 29 , 1975 iss ue of this 
newspaper. 
What Paul April writes in his 
letter, I humbly admit, is true.I 
did slander Paul in ' the Com-
mentary; I did call him devious 
and autocratic for events that a 
little research would have shown 
him to be in the right. 
I regret the shoddy journalism 
shown in this case, and I 
formally apologize for my errors 
in the Commentary and any 
turmoil I may have caused Paul 
personally. 
I hope our friendship is still 
intact, and I lOok forward to 
continuing stories with the Cen-
tral Council 
Miuk R. Henderson 
News Editor ' 
UMSL CUI'I'ent 
Demands elevator liberation 
Dear Editor: 
It is time to liberate the 
elevators! The system of using 
keys is worse than archaic - it's 
erratic. Benton, Lucas, the 
Tower, Penney and to some 
extent the library and U. Center 
are all push-button elevators . 
Stadler, Clark and some parts of 
the library are not. It's an 
absurd situation. What's the 
poi~t of distributing keys to aid 
handicapped students and trying 
to get them back at the end of 
the semester? 
Where keys are actually nec-
essary (such as the bookstore) 
they should be given to the 
appropriate people. I ,suspect 
that keys for Clark and Stadler 
were once status symbols to 
show that the holder was a 
teacher. (One art instructor 
a totemic necklace of keys 
express his position.) 
Anyone who has carried a full 
' bag ' of textbooks ~ from the 
ground floor of Clark to the fifth 
floor offices will undoubtedly 
agree that liberation of t~ 
elevators is a necessary item ~n 
this semester's agenda. 
Claudia Browne 
, UMSL ~URKENT September 4, 1975 Page 5 
People's Party eliscusses platform "ere 
. , 
Mark Henderson 
They came to UMSL from all parts of 
the country. From California and New 
York, Massachusetts and Michigan, IlS 
guests of the St. ' Louis Area Peace and 
Freedom Party, the People's Pary had 
their national convention here last week. 
For the most part, the members of the 
People's Party are students . Dressed 
casually, most injeans, the convention did 
not resemble the image of a political 
~ convbntion, and dress was not the only 
difference at the convention. 
Rather than staying in' fancy hotels, the 
delegates to the People's Party Conven-
tion were housed by people willing to 
take them in, arranged by the St. , Louis _ 
Peace and Freedom Party, the St. Louis 
affiliate to the,People's Party. . ' 
The convention rules ; in an attempt to 
end all discrimination, permitted a 
speaker to be interupted when he or she 
said something a delegate took . to be 
racist , sexist, ageist , or elitist. 
Ageism, discrimination against people 
due to age, is just one of many concerns 
of the People's Party. 
The People's Party, according to Dan 
Brogan, an UMSL student and a member 
of the party, is a socialist party.. " a 
national coalition of autonomous state and 
local parties working to proyJde radical 
electoral and non-electoral alternatives . 
: The People's Party is independent of, and 
in opposition to, the Democratic and 
Republican parties. " 
The party's purpose, as defined in its 
organizational principles, "is to help 
build a mass organization of the working 
class capable of taking power." 
The principles define the working class" 
as all those who must sell their labor 
power in order to survive, or who must 
survive in some other way not dependent 
on owning or managing capital." 
. The People 's Party does believe highly . 
in democracy and unity. The principles 
state, "By united we mean that all levels 
of the organization are accountable to the 
total organization. By demQcratic we 
mean that. every member of the organiza-
tion participates democratically both in 
making decis i'ons and carrying them 
out. " 
The different planks to the platform that 
were approved over three days of plenary 
sessions bring t, 'he party into focus. 
The People's Party platform for ecology 
calls for an end to the research being 
done with nuclear energy, a threat to 
"every living creature ," a~cording to the 
party. 
The People 's Party, being a socialist 
party, believes in national health care, 
paid for thro ugh taxes. This would 
include "free community coa trolled 
health care clinics .. . which would provide 
all medical and surgical nees to females 
of any age . Abortion , sterilizations, and 
- sex-change operations should be available 
to anyone free upon request, according to 
the party's working 'paper on sexism. 
Labor is strongly supported by the 
People's Party. Gayle Justice, a delegate 
to the convention, best explained the 
party's position when he told the convent-
ion "we must support labor in all ways, 
including strikes , and especially those 
workers now striking ,for the right to 
strike. " 
The foreign policy of the party, in the 
hopes of obtaining peace, is far different 
than traditional political thinking, and, in 
many ways isolationist in policy. 
The People 'a Party calls for big business 
to relinquish its holdings in other count-
ries; the liberation of U.S. Colonies, 
including the Panama Canal Zone; dis-
armament, even uni-lateral disarmament; 
fulfillment of treaties made with the 
Native American Indian; discontinuation 
Wright, the provisional candic1ate of the 
party for Pre~ident of the United States. 
Wright is black, ~m in Tulsa Ok:1ahoma 
in 1922. She is married and has three · 
children, ages 14 through 33. 
Wright hes worked as consultant to the 
Los Angeles City Board of Deucation ' 
mainly about effecting meaningful pro-
grams to black children. 
Twice jailed, once by the Los Angeles 
Police Department, the other time sen-
tenced to 30 days in 1. A. County jail for 
interfering with peaceful school business. 
Wright has' continued, in her words, " to 
react tq ov.ert racism." 
While the party is exemplifie d by 
Wright, an unknown to the general 
pUblic, the People's Party does have its 
heroes. 
Sam Lovejoy, a delegate from Massa-
chuetts, in order to protect his surround-
ing area · from nuclear holocause, as he 
claims, tore down a research tower 
constructed to examine the' atmosphere to 
aid in the building of a nucleI' reactor . 
Former People's Party presidential candidate, Dr. Benjamin Spock discusses platform 
with party members Patti Mote and Dr. J. William Hirzy. [Photo by Andy Chandler] 
A film shown to the convention told the 
Lovejoy story. Lovejoy claims his actions 
were ones of civil disobedience. After 
collapsing the tower, he turned himself in 
of military aid to . other countries; ami 
uncond~tional amnesty for the Vietnam 
draft evader~ .. 
The party believes it is the duty of the 
gvernment to negotiate with Russia to 
denuclearize the world. One delegate 
reminded the convention that " both the 
U.S. and Russia have the nuclear arms 
enough to destroy the wO,r1d five times- , 
over. " 
World relations are insisted upon by the 
party in its energy resolution, however. ____ 
The resolution reads " be it therefore 
resolved that a socialist, decentralized, 
and internationalist energy policy is the 
only solution' ; to the energy crisis . The 
party supports the development of solar 
energy, but considers nuclear energy a 
threat to the environment; the party 
slogan being, "No nukes." 
The People 's Party's position believes 
the recent inflation .lind recession in 
America shows the weak points in 
capitalism. I 
" 
Peters also proposes that "the use of 
initiative a~d referendum, as well as 
recall procedures to provide for the direct 
exercise of power by the people shal.1 be 
encouraged. The people, by th~ ballot. 
should have the sole right to declare 
war." 
Thre!! <tifferent discrimination ' planks 
were adopted at the convention. 
I 
to the authorities . 
1 was hoping people would not get all. 
hung. up on the property issue of the 
tower and see my message that if we 
don't do something soon we'll all · die 
'from nuclear energy," Lovejoy said in the 
film. 
Lovejoy believes that nuclear enery is at 
the heart 'of to<iay's capitalist's economy. 
"if we want to put an end to capitalism. 
all we have to do is to remove all the 
nuclear plants from production and capi-
The ageism plank. sponsored by Dr. talism will fall. Taking a card from the 
Benjamin Spock, calls for an end to bottom of a house of cards is much more 
compulsory attendance ' at . sch'ool for effective than taking one off the top." 
young pe<>ple. "Those who decide they Lovejoy told the convention after the film . 
would rather work will be paid the The other hero in the party is the 
minimum wage to avoid exploitation : world-renowned baby expert, Dr. Be!1-
Those who go to school should be paid jamin Spock. Spocl ran for the presidency 
for their attendance," a spokesperson for as the People's Party candidate with the 
the workshop told the convention. ,- hopes a famous name would give the 
The ageism committee also called for an 
end to compulsory retirement policies. 
party recognition. 
Spack was at UMSL to attend the 
convention, and was present at a news 
conference, where he served as a spokes-' 
person for the party. 
" The People ' s Party is ~ humanity-cen-
tered, people-centered, party , as opposed 
FOCUS 
to the Republicans and Democrats who 
listen to the large lobbyists , large 
businesses. We, as a people, are not 
going to grow very fast if the majority .of 
the people are still in favor of the system 
Economics was a maj4'Jr concern of the 
convention. The People's -Party calls for 
an end to "'welfare programS for the rich 
in the form of federal crop subsidies for 
wealthy fanners and special tax breaks 
for the big corporations." . 
To acheive this end the party's platform 
proposes "PluagiDg the tax I<fPhOle, '" 
eliminating all city, state, property, nd 
sales tax, and running all ~evels of 
government via a highly graduated ,nd 
progressive income tax, ". one-tax sy-
stem," according to the platform plank 
. 'I - j- I . 
The 89VetIWlCe ~ ezplained t~at 
the party's poGtIoD is the decentr.lization 
rA aovemment. 1t.1 C; Peters, CI?Ilvenor lof 
the worbhop, ~ oat the 6ngers of 
a centraUzed aovetnment, 8eeIl in Watbr-
gate. 
,.... pnpoee8 that .... "CIDIltrol by a 
eel • .., 01 the laidbaduw that serve 
that ~aaltJ. police ....... qencies, . 
............. des _ tbem, should · 
·be .... ·, ... .'· 
The racism committee, led by Tommy 
Smith of San Francisco, called for an end 
of imposed school busing, as have many 
Republicans, t with the stipulation that • 
the end of forced busing "does not lead 
to racist's victory. Busing to any school 
must be made available, however, to 
those who want it." 
The People's Party view of sexism and 
sexu~lity is vfry liberal: The w.ords 
"fefine" an1 "masculine' l are objec-
tive tr thae PartY· The party p~poses that 
"the police I' pe squad must be all 
fe.male and co unity-controUed. " 
lo' ~d' I ation, the ~ adopted 
a c:o~vention rule calling for i a speaking 
order of two white men, a ~oman, and 
I ( . i 
then • black so au would be recognized. 
The .emm committee also, called the 
aboUtion of ' "all le~~~ricerning 
lienal orieDtatioa, w.-.... :r ... ' trans-
'~, pOraopapby, obKenity, so-
UcitIaa. aad prwItitutioo." 
At aD tIlDes the8e was both • male and 
feaale chairperao., with . Beth Powet, 
'receIftq a ... ftMIacl oIlppIIia.e at the 
eacI 01 tIM! two II .. 10M ..... cbaIred. ' 
" ..... ,... the puq,'" to bring its 
.:., d ,a .... tit tie piIbIIc .. '~
as it stands, " Spock told the conference. 
"We are not running a candidate just to 
wi91 but to · build a party, to get party 
recognition. 1 do not expect the party 
nomination again; I doubt if lightning will 
strike twice . I would like to see a 3S year 
old woman run istead," Spock said. 
When asked about his arnle chauvinIstic 
views, Spack replied "I was a sexist 
chauvinist , until 1970, when enough · 
People harped at my prejudice ' that I 
changed my views, but I never said the 
woman's place is in the home. 
"What I did say was that women are 
working for both psychololgical and 
economic reasons, but women should stay 
at home the first three years of a child's 
life. Now I think ~at it is the duty of 
both the 'mother and father to equally 
divide the time spent with the child." 
Spack CODClucled the COIIference with 
kind words about UMSL. "Your campus 
is a very modem, attractive ODe, and the 
, people are verY kind and helpful to those 
rA US from oat rA f9WD." 
. The coa¥eDtiaa ~ beaan Mon-
day, Aa ... st 25. the pleaary sesions 
bepa ,.,...,. AquU9. ... .; -comen-
deJa .... with a worbhap oa campaign 
flna ....... Maeday. Sepeember 1. 
• 
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~IIi'd care' cen~er refurns for anofller year of service· 
Lynn O'Shaughnessy 
Wide-eyed tiny tots ages 6 
months to six years climb, crawl , 
laugh, learn, and playas all 
little children do, every day at 
-the University Center Child Care 
Center. 
The child care center sponsored 
by the School of Education is 
housed in the Christ Memorial 
Church Building at 206 Emerling 
in Ferguson. 
UMSL students, faculty, _and 
staff as well as the general 
public are welcome to bring 
their children to the center. 
The center's doors open· at 7am 
each school day and 'close at 
5:30 pm . The number of days 
and hours a child may be 
enrolled in at the center is very 
flexible. Parents may enroll their 
children full time or as little as 
two hours twice a week. 
The flexibility in scheduling, 
Doris Brown child care center 
coordinator, said , is a · unioile 
makes the center responsive LO 
the many different family, 
situations. 
The center charges $25.00 per 
week, $6.00 per day or 90 cents 
per hour for each child. 





Graduate edu cation co urses 
are being offe red by UMSL 
thro ug hout co unt y area high 
schools. Hazelwood West Junior 
High School is offering courses 
inconsumer ecomonics. personal 
finances and government pro- . 
tection . 
Kirkwooa High School is of-
fering courses in intelligence 
testing. psychology of excep-
tional children and educational 
psychological measurement 
Lindbergh High School is offer-
ing mental hygiene, intelligence 
testing, introduction to e mo-
tional di sturbances,group coun-
se ling and learning disabilities. 
For more information ca ll the 
UMSL Extension Dlvi "ion at 
5655. 
~ ........... ~ .. 
r. ••• , There IS a· •• 
: difference!!! ~ : 
. . 
~""RE FOIf: • 
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• •• 
• DeAT bP~'Koh"nlo, : 
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• CftA'J In sons 'nd lor Ust • 
• rft 01 suppl~mtnt'ry _ 
: flEX mlltr~'s : ; 
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• MCAT 5·76 NMB'S 6·76. 
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a. GRE 12·75 OCAT 11.75 : 
a ATGSB 1·76 CPAT 12·75. 
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• •• 
ST. LOUIS : 
7510 Delmar , • 
St . Louis, Mo. 63130 • 
(3141 862-1122 • 
• • • • • • • • •• CHICAGO CENTER : 
. ~~!1 :' 
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: EDUCATIONAL CENTER _ • 
T(S' PfltEP"'''AUON • ~ .. :::::::: ::. ..... -~ 
•• - 12121 u.uao •• 
• IIr."C"'fl'1 '" -...,0' uS C'1 .. , • 
a watchful eye on the children. 
has. grown this semester. The: 
staff includes sev'en full-time 
teachers and many early child-
hood education students. 
Childhood education professors 
ar6 beginning to encourage stu-
dents to tryout activities they 
learn in their courses with the 
children at the cneter, Brown 
observes. Students always wor~ 
with the children under the 
supervision of a teacher. 
N<Jt only do the toddlers benefit 
from all the attention but so do 
the students, Brown remarked.' 
"The child care center enables , 
students to take the first plunge 
-with with ch 
The center not only babysits for 
children but provides learning 
opportunities for them . Included 
in the daily list of activities for 
three, four and five year olds is 
simple math and science ses~ 
sions language arts experiences 
and informal gym classes. 
Seven week swimming classes 
started during the summer sem-
ester proved popular and will be 
continued this year. Three, four, 
and fiye year olds wUI be taken 
by a teacher twice a week for a 
~ip in the Multipurpose Build-
ing's indoor pool. Physical Edu· 
cation inst(uctors will teach the 
youngsters the swimming basics . 
Parents are always welcome tc 
swim along with their children. 
The swimming program begipr 
, the second week of the "", . 
. mester. 
The creativity workshop, also 
introduced in the summer, will 
be a daily event at the center. 
During the morning hours kids 
have the chance to dance, make 
musical instruments and dabble 
at drllwing and painting. The 
children will show off their 
handiwork at a family night. 
'An indestructable addition to 
the center wil be some home-
made outdoor equipment for the 
playground. An education stu-
dent is building a simple, yet 
sturdy maze and a big, c1imable 
play t~ing made of truck tires. 
Approximately 100 families 
will use the center this semester 
according to Brown. About 45 
children will be fouud at the 
center at any given time. The 
most significant rise in the 
center's popularity has been 
with infant enrolment which is 
growing as rapidly as the pre-
school enrollment. Because of 
the influx of babies, the crib set 
has been give it's own room and 
is seperated from the toddlers. 
The cI1i1d care center, Brown 
believes, has been very success-
ful so far. Success she said is 
best measured by the parents' 
many favorable comments on the 
program . "Parents, "Brown 
remarked, "appreciate the cen-
ter's purpose of attempting to 
heop out families by providing 
quality care for their children." 
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Options for ~arillac, new air-conditioning, 76-77 b~dget 
(continued from page 1) 
purchased, and- a 'modified sci-
ence building would be con-
structed on the present campus. 
This option would add 300,000 
square feet of instuctional space 
and 44 acres of land at a cost of 
$9 million or $30 per square 
foot. • 
The third option, the most 
expensive, is to build the new 
science building and business 
administration building, enlarge 
the library, and establish a 
school of optimetry, all on the' 
present campus. This would add 
335,000 square feet of instruc-
tionai space at a cost of $28 
million or $65 per square f66t. 
, The fourth option , the one 
recommended by UMSL, is to 
purchas MariII~c, establish a 
school of optometry anc;l build a 
new scien6e building. This 
would add 350,000 square feet of 
instructional space plus 44 acres 
of land at a cost of $12 million or 
eltanges to improve 
"oolestore tltis fa" 
Mark Zahn 
During the few weeks between 
the end of Summer Session and 
August 28th, Manager Dennis 
Klazura has made many changes 
in ,th bookstore on Campus . 
According to KIazura" when he 
assumed his n'ew positi~n on 
June 2nd of this year, he began 
to look for suggestions aimed at 
improving the store's selVices 
and overall image. He said that 
the most frequent comment' he 
heard was that it did not really 
look like a bookstore when you 
walked into it, so he decided to 
change -all that. _ 
, Klazura first gathered approx-
imately 15 'or 20 students to help 
him rearrange the store so that 
people could see the novels 
when they entered the shopping 
area. Then the magazines were 
!lloved downstairs from the can-
dy store upstairs. 
The textbook area, however, is 
still a mess, making pre-semes-
ter shopping equally, if not more ' 
of an ordeal than it has been in 
the past. 
- Even though Klazura knew it 
would be impossible to ge,t all of 
the movmg done betweeA sem-
esters, that particular space of I 
three of four weeks was chosen 
because it is the period that 
(continu_ed on page 9) 
XENOS 
Fine Autherttk (; reek Dinin" 
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$34 per square foot. 
Under the fourth option" Mar-
iliac woutd be used to house the 
school of optometry, school of 
education and their respective 
libraries. Among other things 
relocated at the Marillac campus 
would be KWMU, counseling 
services , archives and other 
services . 
Grobman referred tQ a 1970 
study authorized by the Missouri 
General Association which said 
that this state needs at least 35 
new optometrists per ,year. In 
1974, fourteen Missourians 
• graduated from optometry 
schools and increasingly dimin-
ishing numbers are expected to 
graduated, du' e to barriers be-
ing , placed on out-of-state\ stu-
dents by other schools. 
'Grobman further emphasized 
that St. Louis is the ideal 
location for a new optometry 
school in the M,idwest .. He 
envisions it becming a regional 
center for cooperation with 
neighboring I state universities. 
St. Louis , according to Grobman , 
will be able to provide a suffi-
cient amount of patients and 
:tllow students acces to the 
library of the National Opto-
, metric Association located in St. 
Louis. 
The Board of Curators are to 
vote on the issue of Marillac and 
the optometry school at' die neicf 
scheduled meeting on Septem-
ber 26. t 
I Amoung other items covered 
at the August 1 meeting were 
. the air-conditioning of the UMSL 
multi-purpose building and the 
acute fiIJancial situation of the 
university. 
The Curators approved the 
expenditures of $40,000 covered 
by state appropriations for the 
air-conditioning of the mu,Iti -
purpose building by William Tao 
and Associates , Inc . of St. Louis. 
! I I 
The Curators as a whole 
expressed frustration at the cur-
Third time fo~ propos'al 
, , 
(continued from page 1) 
been discus_sed jn the past. 
Many of the ideas in Grob-
man's proposal came from the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Campus 
Reorganization , according to 
Walters . Walters said that a few 
years ago, when he ' was acting 
chancellor, a plan similiar to this 
was presented to him. 
Turner said that duril!g his 
term as interim chancellor, "It 
had been talked about an ' 
, proposed but until there was a 
• pefmanent chancellor it just 
wasn't feasible." 
According to Turner.. most of 
UMSL's money has gone into 
academic i>rograms and not the 
administration. "But that is the 
way i should be , when you have 
limited funds, "said Turner. 
Affirmative action on the 
chancellor's proposal will only 
be taken if it is approved by the 
Board of Curators on Sept. 26. 
Walters said the most logical 
step of procedure after approval 
would be to form a search 
committee. 
. Grobman was not available for 
comment, as he has been on 
vacation until Sept 3. 
ent financial limitations of the 
university. According to Cu~ator 
Willial!l Thompson this problem 
is one facing the entire educa-
tional structure 'of Missouri. He 
cited figures which rated Mis-
souri 'expenditures forty-third in 
the nation, a level on par w'ith 
Mississippi. 
Though no definite action was 
taken, it was pointed out that 
during 1974-75 the university cut 
all spending possible with pre-
sent programs. There was gen-
~ral agreement that unless more 
money is allocated by the state 
legislature , whole programs will 
have to nbe eliminated. Severa! 
Curators made statements to the 
effect that it would be better to 
cut programs than reduce the 
quality in all programs . 
The ,Board approved a 
budget for 1976-77 which will 
require a $20.4 million lincrease 
from state funds. Several Cur-
ators express sed f xtremc 
pessimism that the u iversit\ 
will recieve " even h If tna l 
amount. According to C.Brice 
Ratchford, president of the 
University of Missouri, the new 
budget "is in every sense a 
standard budget. All except 
$847,000 is directly related to 
inflation or legislation. or com .. 
mitments." 
Ratchford further stated that 
~he university has only two 
options to ' cover increased cost 
in absence of la~ger state appro-
priations .These t\>.o options, are 
to raise student fees and plan 
reductions of programs. He pro-
posed that stud)- begin immed-
iately on these options. 
- 'The recommended 1976-77 
budget passed on August 
made no mention of Marillac or 
the optometry school. 
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Gain I vast ! experience 
( ] 
and .knorledge (?) that 
l.!omes from working on a ~~""-------""--__ -' big-tim'e ~ weekly c~lIege 
newspaper. Gain ' power, 
YOU CAN, TOO! prestige, wealth and fame. Leam to make friends ' and 
I 'inflgence people~ ,Mainly, 
come on up to Room 256, 
University Center and give 
us a hand. Just fill out our 
simple application, and 
we'll soon" have you on 
your way to unimaginable 
excitement. Who knows? 
Someday you could be 
working along with our 
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,Young Delllocrats hold-convention here 
John Homan, UMSL student, 14' 
Convention held last August at tJ 
d at the YoUng Democrats' 
'--lise Park-Plaza. 
The Young Democrats of 
America convened in St. Louis 
from August 19 to 23 at the 
Chase-Park Plaza. Attending the 
- convention was an UMSL stu-
dent , John Homan. 
" We had a pretty good turn-
out," John said. " Approximate-
ly 1000 delegates representing 
250,000 Young Democrats at-
tended ." John was in charge of 
registering delegates for the 
convention and is treasurer ,of a 
North County branch of. the 
YDCM. 
"One of the more interesting 
aspects of the convention was 
'Direction '76,' an opportunity 
for presidential candidates to 
address the delegates, " John 
said. 
"Jimmy Carter, Morris Udall, 
Lloyd Bentsen, Sargent Shriver, 
Birch Bayn i!nd representatives 
of Henry Jackson and Fred 
Harris met with the delegates 
formally and informally during 
the week long affair." 
Perhaps not too surprisingly, 
John describes the Young Demo-
crats as a fairly liberal group. 
'" About 30% of the memOers 
are former activists who have 
reverted to the regular Demo-
FEATURES 
..', 0 . 
Co .... university -
An opportunity to share talents ' 
When most people hear the 
word " free, they tend to think, 
"thele has to be a catch." 
Comr university is one except-
tion . Communiversity is "free"; 
free of fees, free of credits, free 
of prerequisites, and free of any 
catches. 
Communiv~rsity, sponsored by 
the Central. Council and directed 
by Sue Ingoldsby and Jim , 
Hickman is a program open 
to anyone of any age from th 
university or community. 
Teaching is on a voluntary 
basis. Any person who has an 
interest in anything can pass the 
interest off ,to others by being a 
Communiversity teacher. Teach-
ers are needed fpr such courses 
as Modern Dancing, Transac-
tional A'.!alysis, Auto Mechanics, 
Photography, Plants, Music 
Theory and Macrame. 
Teachers set up their own 
courses and they can be sup-
plied with a room here at the 
University or they have the 
choice to teach the course in 
their own home. 
Teacher registration is taking 
place now at the Information 
Desk at the University Center 
and will continue until Sept-
ember 15. 
Courses for the Fall program 
range from Kung-Fu to Yoga. 
Communiversity offers a wide 
range of activities. For the 
outdoor type, Communi"L'rsity 
will offer Bicycling and Outdoor 
Appreciation. Yoga will be a 
part of the fall program for those 
who enjoy relaxing the mind and 
body. Kung-Fu, a popular 
course in the past years, Fenc-
ing and a new class based on 
Rape' Prevention for Women is 
scheduled for those interested in 
becoming bee.~r equipped for 
their own prott?ction. , Graduates 
form the Education Department 
will run a new rap session type 
course entitled Assertive Train-
ing, which will strive to make 
people more assertive in their 
work and themselves. For -those 
who enjoy art, Figure Drawing is 
offered, and for Chess fanatics, 
a Chess workshop wiJl be 
offered. 
Sue Ingoldsby, director of 
Communiversity says, "People 
love the idea of a free Univer-
sity. It's free and the,.re are no 
pressures like grades and have 
ing to make every class." 
_ Approximately 300 people from 
high school students to UMSL 
students and others enrolled in 
the University program last 
year. Registration for the non-
credit ' program will be" Oct. 
ober 6. 
The opportunity to share your 
interests with others and to 
broaden yourself without the 
usual pressures of grades and 
credits is offered through 
Communiversity. 
cratic Party. Perhaps 50% are 
standard Democratic liberals, 
with the remaining 20% ranging 
form moderate to conservative. 
The median age is about 26." 
One of the biggest disappoint-
ments of the convention was its 
failure to pass any resolutions, 
an important product of such 
meetings. 
"We were constantl~ behind 
schedule and ha,d to shorten or 
eliminate aspects," John ex-
plained. "There were 77 resolu-
tions to be voted upon, ranging 
from legalization of marijuana to 
ratification of the Equal Rights 
Amendment, but we_ simply did 
not have . the time to discuss 
them. There wasn't even time 
for members of the YDA run-
ning for the 'group's national 
offices to address the assembled 
delegates." 
John had the opportunity to 
speak with nationally known 
politicians and get an insight on 
the up-coming election. "I spoke 
with Sargent Shriver, a close 
personal and political friend of 
Kennedy, and he said Ted is 
definitely out of the 1976 race . 
Shriver talked with John about 
so~e other interesting poiitical 
asoects. 
But one thing evid~nt at the 
convention was a definite ' anti-
wallace "Spirit. 
"There were less than 20 
delegates for Wallace," John 
explained, "and they were from ' 
border states, not the deep 
South. " 
Peter Sellers 
.. the RETURN ~" Of the Pink ,. Panther" Shown ' ~ ;. .4 1:00 3:00 5:00 ~ 'ft; 7:159:25 
LATE SHO'N"SA." 
R""""'PII 
ity of the people. 
' ''There are much more 
pen dents with Democratic lean-
ings than Republican. I see the 
country as composed of Demo· 
cratic or Republican areas." 
There was one ' embarassing 
moment when Nico Ceausescu, 
son of Romanian President 
Nicolae Ceausescu, .was booed 
upon his introduction to the 
convention. Nico is Vice-Presi-
dent of the Union of Communist 
Student Associations of Rom 
ia. 
"This was the work of about 
or 8 knee-jerk, anti-commun-
ists," John commented "who 
were qukkly drowned out by a 
cheering, standing ovation." 
What do~s John Homan think 
of Gerald Ford? 
"Give him four more years and 
we'll really find out wh,at he's 
like, " , he says wryly . 
Whatever the results of ' the 
1976 election, John does not 
think the Democrats are losing 
their popularity with the major-
As for the future, John said 
the Young Democrats are pre-
pared to work for any moderate 
to liberal candidate the national 
convention chooses. 
, John said some of the 
immediate g~als of the YD~M 
would'" be to get signatures for 
the initiative petition to remove 
Missouri food and dr.ug taxes, 
conduct a voter successful 'voter 
registration drive, and gen'eraIlY 
try to increase political aware-
ness on campus. 
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.Changes .. ade in bookstore 
Most UMSL students found buying books during the first week of 
school quite difficult due to the large number of people buying 
books at the same time. ' . 
, 
. [continued from page 7] 
stock is tradition all lowest. Un-
fortunately, he was also asked to 
keep ' textbooks on hand for the 
. summer for a longer period than 
usual, keeping inventory higher 
than normal, and resulting in 
incompl'!te returns and more 
confusion during the quick reor-
ganization process. 
The additional complication of 
students taking books from the 
shelves in early August with the 
new location slips in them, . 
caused the closing of the store 
on August 4th and 5th. The 
closing allowed the personneito 
reshelve and reorganize books I 
with a minimum of duplication 
in space allowances and inven-
tory control. . 
In' addition to the relocation of 
the magazines, Klazura has be-
gun to stock a -modest selection 
of record albums. In the future, 
blank 8-track, casette and reelto 
reel tapes are expected to arrive 
from Capitol Records. He also 
hopes to set aside -some space 
for some plants in th future. 
When asked where he planned 
to get floor space for these new 
items, Klazura admitted, "The 
store is a little bit small." In 
order to alleviate this problem 
somewhat, he is closing out the 
Smith. Corona typewriters and 
other assorted items which at.e 
"slow movers ." -
He exp~<:!s to place close-out 
items on sale at substantially 
reduced prices at various times 
until October 1st, when he 
intends to close the store and 
take an inventory. He plans to 
advertise the sales in this news· 
paper. 
During th-at week, he also 
hopes to rearrange the texts in 
the Business Administration and 
- Economics sections , which is 
becoming increasingly congested 
during the week before classes, 
wjlen book buying fever is at its 
The uncompromising on~. 
1-
wQrst. He hopes that widening 
that aisle and "stockpiling" the 
books in · greatest demand will 
pr.ovide moreefficient use- of 
space without exacting unnec-
cessary demands on the nerves 
of customer. 
"Stockpiling" means that in-
stead of taking up so much 
space on the shelves by palcing 
large quanities of popular texts 
on them; only a few will be on 
the shelves--with a location re-
ference card to help you find the 
rest of the inventory, which will 
be in big stacks on the floor 
elsewhere. 
To facilitate better service to 
students through better com-
munication, Klazura has placed 
a Suggestion box by the lockers 
in' the bookstore. He stated that 
any signed request will receive a 
personal reply, and all suggest-
ions will be considered regard-
less of whether they are signed 
or anonymous. 
l e Hewl~' -Packard HP-21 S I ientific I $125.00· Hewlett-Packard HP-25 Scientific Programmable . $195.00· , 
r' -Th~ cal~atibns YOU *ce rerUite no .less. 
Today, even so-called "non-technical" course~ , It's displ4lY is fJly format ed, so you cart choose 
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a vari~ betweetjfixed ~ecimal a d scientific notation. 
ety of technical calculcrtions-complicated calJ Our 1 jlP-25 ~oes all that-and much, much 
culations that become a whole lot easier when more. It1s programmable,! which means it can 
you have a powerful pocket calculator. - solve automatically the countless repetitive 
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such problems every1science and engineering student 
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and faces. 
ahead We started it all when we introduce'd the With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes 
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in necessary to solve the problem only once. 
1972, and we've shown the way ever since. Thereafter, you just enter the variables and 
The calculators you see here are our newest, press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant 
the first of our second generation. Both offer you answer accurate to 10 digits. . 
technology you probably won't find in compet- Before you itlvest in a lesser machine, by all ' 
itive calculators for some time to come, if ever. means do two things: ask your instructors 
Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and about the calculations their courses require; and 
trig calculations, including rectangular/polar see for yourself ho~ effortlessly our calculators 
conversions and common antilog evaluations. handle them. 
Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost 
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not, 
call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif. 
800-662-9862) for the n~mc of an HP dealer 
near you. 
HEWLETT@#PACKARD 
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries. 
Dept. 658B, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014 
61S/28 
·Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxes-
Continental U.S., Alaska II< Hawaii. 
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GIVE 
81000 
Three UMSL students relaxing in the Black Culture Room. .~ · ~\~~ · · · · . Black Cul"'ure Roo_ questioned 
Eric Banks 
OPen . 
. ~ too 
The Black Culture Rl)lll1l is 
many things to many people and 
attitudes concerning the root'11 
and its administration are di-
verse. The room is located in the 
basement of the Administration 
building right under United Spe-
cial Service's Headquarters . 
The room was established in 
1972 by the Association of Black 
CoIleg.,ial)s- It was hail e d_ as 
"an alternative to the Fun 
Palace." and was designed to be" 
a center where students could 
come together and deal with 
various cultural aspects of the 
Black experience. By 1973 when 
the Association of Black Colle-
gians combined with the Minor-
ity Student Service Coalition a 
controversy was brewing reg~rd­
ing what exactly the Black 
Culture. Room should' be, a , 
19unge or al)d educational area . 
That controversy continues to-
day. 
Pam Tally, a sophomore, feels 
that the room is beneficial and 
adds to her educational ex-
perience but there is room for 
improvement. "I view the room 
as a place where students can 
get together, relax. and social-
ize." she said, "This is good 
but students should be made 
more aware of their Blackness: 
The room should stimulate 
thinking about political and rele-
vant issues and generally make 
students more consciencious." 
"The atmosphere is natural 
and all right as it is, "says Byron 
Thornton , a junior who often 
frequents the room. "Some 
peop O e want to change it and 
make it more stud y- like but 
there are already plenty of 
places on campus to study. The 
room doesn't have to be formal 
to be effective. "Thornton said. 
"When the people want to rap 
and be serious let them rap and 
be serious, if the people want to 
get into fun and games let' them 
get into fwn and games, "he 
said. "I think that the room 
snould be a place where people 
can come and get loose." 
Terry Jones, a senior who is 
majoring in philosophy ane:" his-
tory, had grim comments that 
served as a commentary about 
his reflections on student life in 
gerneral. "To me it means 
nothing," Terry said, " If you 
coming 
bat;k 
have a univ rsity oriented life-
style I guess it 's functional. You 
can pick up rides , find out 
what's happening on the week-
end, get ideas for studying and 
court. " 
a couple of hours but if the 
weather's nice they'd go to the 
hill , smoke some weed and 
complain and- soon forget about 
it. " 
. 1911 ... 11 Brid ge 
submarme sandWIches 
tt. '~ _So 






"It's not cultural , it's sad but 
true," Terry said. "These are 
funny times, you tan even be 
black and Navy too. Most blacks 
at UMSL are more Navy than 
black. ',' Terry continued to say 
that, " If that room was closed 
tomorrow folks would be mad for 
The' present Administration 
Building is due to be torn down , 
upon compl7tion of the new 
Administration Building and as 
of this writing no space has been 
allocated for a new Black Cul-
ture Room. 
~ ........... -•. -.: . . LUNCH 
"The struggle is not dead but it 
sure is struggling, "Terry said. • 
_ hem clair a-5-')) 
10 % OFE El/£/?YTHIAIG IAI STORE. 
30 % OFF HAND BOUND PERSONAL JOURNALS 
~s % OFF CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
z5 % OFF ART BOOKS 
Large Selection of PUBLISHER'S OVERSTOCKS 
up to 80 % OFF!! 
SPECIALS: 
JoyOfSex ( re9- S:9S) 
Our Bodies Ourselves 
Women' In Transition 
Ij. lfS (t'er· 2.QS) 
f~. tj~ (re? 6- CIS-) 
• 




ASK ABOUT OUR "200 CLUB" DISCOUNT SAVINGS PLAN 86~-93~7 
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"Freslapersoas" iay' de UMSI campus 
Together • • • 
LOVE 
Out of Confusion, Harmony 
Like many parts of a whole 
Seemingly individually functioning 
Yet having at the same time 
A oneness of feeling 
Expressed in the sense of 
Fellowship of seeking the 
same thing The Lord. 
by 
Renick 
we' can make 'it. 
OHicer. and Studen~s At 
THE BAPTIST 
STUDENT CENTER 
Locatad at 8230 Natural Br. Rd. " 
Welc:o~ 
All $ludenuMd Faculty ·~IJe.rs­
And 





. I J!)e Williams 
. 
He wor a pair of faded denim 
jeans, worn sneakers, and a tee · 
shirt with "Keep On Truckin," 
emblasoned in bright bold colors 
upon it. In his ieft . hand he 
clutched some official looking 
papers. He walked with assur-
ance towards the large metal 
door. With his right hand he 
slowly turned the doorknob. It 
opened into a boiler room. He 
was seeking the Evening College 
offices! The lad is just another 
fresh person. 
Yes, upperclassmen, faculty" 
staff, and alumni (not neces-
sarily in that order); hundreds 
(maybe thousands) of new fe-
male and male faces, each 
shining with idealism and ima-
gined individuality, have joined 
the UMSL community. All are 
seeking some of the rumored 
Imowledge UMSL's halls 
allegedly 'contain, but inevitably 
get lost in their efforts. 
Two freshpersons, Bill Saulich, 
and Mike Sevier, were . recently 
discovered studying two Cokes 
in the cafeteria. When asked 
about their impressions of UMSL 
Saulich said, "UMSL is a nice 
campus." 
"Lot more friendly than I 
\ 
\ 
thought it w'ould be here , '.' 
Sevier, said . 
When asked about registration 
procedures Saulich 's brow fur-
rowed and he replied, "People 
in one building don: t know what 
the people in the other buildings . 
are doing. They should drop 
some of the red tape." 
I Sevier said, "I hope 1 get my 
money's worth and pass all 'my 
courses. 1 didn't come here to 
come to the cafeteria," all the 
while lovingly stroking his soda 
pop cup. 
The two, young men c"ore the 
standard freshperson uniform, 
tee shirts, sneakers, and faded 
jeans, They were last seen 
leaning over' their soda pops 
contemplating where the exits 
were . ' 
Freshpersons, Ken McCarthy 
al\d Chris Bettlach felt that 
registration procedures were a 
" breeze." McCarthy feels that 
UMSL is not a bad place, 'but is 
is too soon to tell, Battlach feels. 
They were discovered sitting in 
the hall pretenging not to see 
coeds. You guessed it, they wore 
regualtion uniforms. 
Gloria Shannon, Evening Col-
lege student and freshperson 
was found lost on the tirst floor 
of Lucas Hall looking for the 
second floor. 
"I am anxious about the 
classes. 1 don't care about what 
I have this time! "she said. 
Gloria is living proof that 
UMSL's halls contain knowledge 
She discovered the stl'.irs which 
led I tp the second floor and 
ultimately her next,class. 
It is unfortunate that most 
freshpersons don't know: The 
red telephones are free and are 
designed to give assistance:~ 
Maps and directions can be 
obtained from the Admissions 
office, Evening College offices, 
and the Student Union building; 
campus maps are placed con-
spicuously all over campus; and 
that most upperclassmen, 
faculty. staff, and alumni will 
give assistance if asked. 
Additional services are avail-
able for the totally lost such as :' 
On Campus Housing; Bugg Lake 
Duck Hunting and Fishing 
Permits (Camping, and Boating 
extra); Batmobile Rides; 4 Year 
Parking Permits; Elevator and 
Escalator passes; Bi- Weekly 
Balloon Riders Club; Beatie 
.Concert tickets; Nixon's phone 
number ; and Student Dating 
.services (by appointment only). 
JUNIOR SUE INGOLDSBY staffs one of the temporary Information centers placed on campus to aid 
students during the first week of school. Students were able to pick up maps of the campus as we~ 
as schedules of upcoming events . 
------------------------------------~ 
\d many 
We've s~ rugs to St. 
hundreds 0 students , 
LouiS are~ emplOyees 
faculty, an st 3 years . 
during the pa_ 
R 'UG 
SALE 
Carpet your dorm, ap,artment or ho'me with top-quality, 
name-brand carpetWg at very low prices. Our wlll'ehouse Is 
loaded with hundreds of rugs to choose from. Flni8hecl edges. 
HuRRy IN FOR OUR BEST SELECTION. 
MON-FRI NOON TO 9PM 
SATURDAY HAM to 5 PM 
AU STYLES-ALL COLORS 













"' $ 119 
CAR ,ER CARPET 
~ D,ISTRIBUJORS 
1229 HANLEY INDUSTRIAFcr: 
IRENTWOOO-OFfMANLEVRo. II.~ 
062-l4b6~~.~-".-,~~ 
, . . - -- ..... 
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AUDITIONS: will be held for the 
University Players first perform-
ance, "The Importance of Being 
Earnest" at 3 to 5 pm and at 
7:30 to 9:30 pm in.. 105 Benton. 
APO BOOKPOOL: will be open 
from 10:30 am to 2 pm and from 
6 to 8pm in room 227 BE. 
AUDITIONS: will be held for the 
University Players first perform-
ance, "The Importance-of Being 
Earnest" at 3 to 5 pm and 7:30 
to 9:30 pm in room 105 Benton. 
APO BOOKPOOL: Will be open 
from the 1O:30--to' 2 in room 227 
BE. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: 
UMSL will play St. Louis U. at 
5:45 pm at St. Lguis U. 
FILM: "The Sting" will. be 
shown at 8 pm in room 1Q1 
Stadler. Admission is $.75 with 
an UMSL ID. 
University 
Bookstore 







.. 5A.Y. SlttE YOU'VE C()'AE AlllHl5 WA~ OUST lOOKING FfR Mt. .. .JkJWD YOU (-JJYS UK£ 70 MEET ~rr H~T ?" 
Thursday 
APO BOOKPOOL: "Hill be held 
from 10:30 to 2 in room 227 BE. 
CRITICAL DATE: last day an 
undergraduate may enter a 
course for credit. 
Caleada-r 
-Nates 
Students have two weeks from 
the first day of classes to notify 
the Office of Admissions and 
Records if they do not desire to 
have their own directory infor-
mation released. "Directory In-
formation - Public Information" Saturday 
\ 
SOCCER: UMSL will play for 
the ST. Louis Cup against St. 
Louis U. at 8 pm at Francis 
Field on the Washington U. 
campus. 
FILM: "The Birth of a Nation" 
will shown at 8 pm in J . C. 
Penney Auditorium. Free. 
Tuesday, SEPT: 9 
FILM: "Intolerance" will be 
shown at 8 pm in J.C. Penney 
Auditorium. Free. 
...,-....... nesda is defined as a student's name, ...~y telephone listing, date and place 
of birth, major field of study, 
Monday 
Tuesday' 
MEETING: of the Student Com-
mittee Against Racism at 11:30 
am in room 272 University 
Center . 
REFUND AND RETURNS POliCY 
APO BOOKPOOL: will be open 
from 10:30 to 2 and 6 to 8 pm in 
room 227 BE. 
MEETING: of the Accounting 
Club at 12:40 pm in room 72 
J.C. Penney. 
Textbooks: Required books may be returned for ful l refund 
when : 
1) Acc ompanied by sales recei pt. 
2) F.eturned ir. same condition as purchased. 
I 
3) Returned prior t o the end of t he s econ d week of 
classes. 
SEPTEMBER 13 IS THE LAST DAY FOR RETURNS" 
Special Orders; Rec Q!T'..mended :!ooks ,: Magazines and Newspapers 
!~::m-returnable 
ether Items: 
1) If r etur ned within 48 hours of purchase. 
2) Accompanied by sales r eceipt. 
Note : Defective items may be returned any time. Defects 
must be those not associated /wi~h " wear and :tear and misuse. 
A register receipt is alw~s required. 
" -
participation in officially recog-
nized activities and sports, 
weight and height of members 
of athletic teams, dlltes of atten-
dance, degrees and awards re-
ceived and the 'most previou~ 
educational agency or institution 
attended by the student. 
, 
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'Ro'_erIJa'" portrays more '"an v;o'enc, 
, Imagine a whirling spectacle 
combining the likes of hockey , 
'pro football, motorcycle racing, 
and Roller Derby all channeled 
into !l single ultra-competitive 
sport. Now throw in a potent 
dose of brutality and mayhem to 
add crowd appeal. The result is 
the latest Norman Jewison pro-
duction: ~ollerball" . The mo-
vie, based upon a short story by 
William Harrison that appeared 
in EsqUIre. 
It de~icts the !uture as a 
gloomy desensitized period of 
time. Huge multi;}ational <;or-
poratlons control the entire 
world, and provide every aspect 
of human need. War has been 
abolished to accomodate mass 
control. The society is happy and 
basically carefree which early in 
the film leads you to believe 
they are a flock of sheep. Love 
and sex has been depersonalized 
to the utmost extreme. Yet men 
are still men, and the constant 
lack of violence eventually builds 
within him to a point that needs 
to be relieved. Rollerball is the 
answer. It is a game so violent 
as to satisfy the inner aggres-
sions of the masses who seek 
suGh an outlet. 
The game is played 011 a 
spectacular track designed for a 
high speed conflict of skates and 
motorcycles , and a thirty-pound 
stainless steel ball which is used 
for scoring. There are ten men 
to a team all of which are 
outfitted is spike studded leather 
as to protect them from wiolent 
, 
contact. One team is on the 
defensive, the other offensive. 
The object of this entire effort is 
to score the ball into a small 
magnetic goal, defended by one 
team. tasualities occur frequent-
ly. Fire, blood, bodies and 
debris often litter the track. The 
crowds love every second of it'. 
James Cann portrays the fam-
ous Jonathon E., who is a 
Rollerball superstar that is be-
coming too good for the game . 
His performance on tbe track is 
admirable, yet he fails to inject 
enough of a personal flair into 
the story. For that matter, none 
of the characters were genuine 
flesh and blood, ' primarily be-
cause of a catonic screenplay. 
done in a weak attempt to bring 
even more of a Cold attitude into 
the ' people's lives. John -House-
man plays the evil-minded, high 
exectutive, that spends most of 
his time philosiphizing on the 
game's aspects. It is also him 
that informs Jonathon E. that he 
must leave the game in order to 
assure that individual effort will 
not overcome the intended goal 
of the game. Here is a direct 
case of Corporation vs . Indivi-
dual comes into the act as a 
backup for the main theme. Of 
course the main th"eme may not -
be a obvious a Jewison had ' 
intended it, since the exact same 
th,ing he is protesting is what 
provides sensationalism in the 
film. Using violence to condemn 
violence might seem hypocriti-
cal, yet it is necessary in order -
to convey the conc«<pt acrosSl , to . 
COME TO HA PPY -DAYS 
jk0quarian 'Head 




Lights , Candles,lncense 
Pictures , Posters,Patches 
AD WITH YOU ~~ .~ ~~. B R I N G T HIS ~ ~ ... - c:> '~ " FOR 1 0 % '0 FF 0 N ~ ~~ 'lI~ ANY ~ lI--R C HAS E - \ 
c:>C:> ~ (except rolling papers & Special~) 
, .... c:> 
We're locate d ri ght do wntown 
in the Very He~rt of FUNKY 
a't 126 S. Flori s sa nt 
FERGUSON 
522-1777 
Are you a MAN? 
Do you think that tradltlonal' 'male socialization has 
affected you relationshipsl with other men? with women? 
with children? 
Do traditional mlile sex roles determine how' competitive, I 
~ow aggressive, how cool and unemotional, you are? 
- H you nilght be interested in discussing these and other concernf 
with a group of men in a series o( weekly meetings 
PH6tlE 453-5711 or 5391 
, sponsored by UMSL 
Counseling 
service 
the great number of peopOie 
'who are simply fascinated by it. 
This is especially exemplified in 
the last meet when Jonathon E. 
and his team (Hou'ston( are at 
New ' York. The nIles and time 
limit have been removed, and 
the "game" comes dawn to the 
simple act of legalized murder. 
where points and strategy are no 
longer of any importance. It is 
atso here that Jonathon' E. 
proves that individualtiy can-
triumph over the corporate ma-
cJiine. Too much for one ~ovie? 
Slightly. Still it has its basis in 
truth. ' 
During the filming sessions, 
the supporting actors, many of • 
which were English ' Roller Hoc-
key players, became so engros-
sed in the actual game, on the 
actual Rollerball . Track, that at 
some points the script was 
disregarded and the game was 
played for real. And currently 
there is seriotl,s specutlation 
concerning this game for actual 
play in a less potent form. The 
track itself, designed by a cycle 
track expert, which accounted 
,substantially for the film's 6.S 
million doflar tab) is still in 
existence in the Olympic com-
plex in Munich. The crowds in 
the stands are' German folks 
from the . surrounding area tht 
$ere inferesteo enough to come 
fo the fIlmings . In fact, five 
times ' the number asked for 
showed; for ea<lh day of the 
filming. Later, it was somewhat 
expected to hear of mass inter-
est concerning a real-life appli-
cation of the game using the 
existing facility. That is the 
crux; even though the game is 
as brutal as it is, people are still 
genuinely interested in it, in 
addition to the many people. who 
were involved with the fIlm , that 
actually said they believed it had 
a futl!re--Iong before the fIlm's 
dateline, 2018. 
So there you have it, hockey 
and footba1l1 fans, modern day 
gladitorial contests may be on 
their way, and after viewing 
"Rollerball", on the mental side 
of the coin, there may -be a lot 
more there than just violence. 
Now showing at numerous 
theaters. 
Confusion exists over 
music -department, policies 
Non-music majors interested in 
music courses at q MSL are 
often met with . obscure informa-
~i9n. about our ~epartment of 
·~USIC. The department is envi-
sioned by the non-major as a 
~ecluded function interested only 
10 · students seeking a major in 
music. According to Dr. Wa,rren 
Bellis, acting Chairman of, our' 
music 'department, this image 
" has been created by "misinfor-
mation on campus 'regarding the 
performing arts . The jazz en-
semble, -two vocal groups , orch-
estra and concert band are open 
for: non-majors in music." 
Interested students must con~ 
tact the group directors by 
calling the Fine Arts Department 
J 5901 on the campus Hotline, 





The CURRENT needs writers, ~ 
reporters and most every- ' 
thing else. Apply at 256 
University Center, or call 
453-5174 
Behnke is the director tor the 
Chamber Ensemble Jazz Band 
R.onald Arnatt for the Univ~rsit; 
-SlDger,s and University Chorus, 
Richard Holmes for the Univer-
sity Orchestra and Warren Bellis 
directs the University Band. 
Unfortunately, if you are a non-
music major interested in class-
ical guitar, voi ce , piano or any 
number of the applied music 
courses for private instruction, 
you will have to seek instruction 
outside of the UMSL curriculum. 
Though Bellis feels " there is a 
fairly strong demand for non-
music majors requesting applied 
m\1sic courses, " UMSL cailDot 
meet that demand. The problem 
lies in finance ; not in a shortage 
of staff. As Bellis explained, 
"There are not enough funds for 
the expense of instruction. We 
empley 24 personnel from tne 
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra 
on a contract basis., After we 've 
used that reservoir of funds , we 
reach bottom. ~ ' 
Bellis estimated that the de-
part me nt would nee'd $4,500, 
-$6,00 funding to make more 
courses in applied mus,ic avail-
able . The department ' s problem 
is primarily that of UMSL' s 
growth . He explained ·that 
funds run behind that growth.'" 
Until UMsl has tackled and 
solved her problems in finances 
non-music majors may n~t enjo; 
applied music courses. However, 
they have the al t ernative of 
joining any of the five offerings 
in th \ performin? art~ that are 
, open to non-mUsIc majors. 
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HOW TO FI GI IT 
UNEHPLOYrlENT INFIAtIO;~ 
RACISM, SEXIST.!; 
.•.•. : • AT® WI;-J: 





Donation $1. 00 
Sponsored by the Young . 
So~ialist Alliance 
, A GOOD DEAL AND FRIENDLY SERVICE 
PhOIiO . ; EVERYTHING FOR THE \MATEUR - PROFESSIONAL . COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER 
rnrn~~~m . def'l t -
1-01 stU . &Jot 
• o· -,SeO 'HOTO EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES. TRAor-
RENTALS' "HOTO FINISHING 
SERVICE. ALBUMS 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 
. • lEICA • HASSElSLAD 
• 726 61 51 . NIKON • ·CANON _ I ".d""!tA~~ • OLYMPUS • HONEYWEll HOURS 9-5:30 CAlLY 
17 N_ MERAMEC CLAYTON, MISSOURI F~IDAYS TlL 8:00 
. 
UMIL "IUS. '0'.'. 
I ' Rosh Hashanah Services 
Traditional Sept. 5 
[at. Hillel) . 7:30 p.m. 
Sept.6 
8:30 a.m. 
Reform. Sept. 5 Sept. 6 
[Beaumont Lounge) 7:30 p.m. 10:00 a.m. 
Sept. 7 
8:30 a.m. 
MaJlinckrodt Center Washington University 
haJrcut and blow-dry 
$5.00 - get the style cut 
for both men · \ you want 
and women without the ripoff price 
_Dt\LE 
7805 Cia on Road 727-8143 
FARMER IN THE DELL 
PRE·SCHOQL NURSERY 
, 








4343 Normandy ·Trace At Florissant Road Near UMSl 
N ~s"!:.u~t'1~ ~ -
I ' 
and Programming positions 
for the. 175 - 176 school year. 
Student Court members will take part in hearing traffic a~peals plus 
- . 
other judicial activities. Programming board -members will help 
choose cultural anet social activities funded by the Student Activity 
Fee. Applications avallable at U. Center Information Dest tbm 
September 12. For more Information call Central CouncU 453·5104 
or 5105. 
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Six,ltings 'Ita' yOU · cancio '0 a Itorse 
"Bite the Bullet" is about the 
American obsession with win-
ning and the evil of it. The 
makers of the 'fllm make this 
point early on and s~are nothing 
in the name of subtlety in doing 
it. Preparing for the epic race 
that will take up most of the 
movie (the film ends the same 
moment as does the contest), 
Gene Hackman turns to James 
Coburn and says: 
"You know, I've got a prob-
lem." 
Coburn: "What's that?" 
Hackman: "I'm unAmerican." 
Coburn : "What' s that?" (this 
is one of Coburn's best scenes) . 
Hackman: "I'm not sure . . but if 
you're not first , and if you're not 
the best , if you're not the 
greatest, if you don 't win, then 
you're not American." 
, . 
This is a sentiment that 
Howard Cosell would probably 
agree with, likewise we suspect 
the majority of "great athletes" 
he is forever talking about who' 
are , gen'erally minimal as actual 
sportsmen. Unfortunately the 
fellows out in Hollywood seem to 
be agreeing as well'. "' 
Despite all their fine posturing 
about mean competition and the 
good guys not always being the 
winners the producers fairly 
revel in the sport. They make 
the struggle the central , if not 
only concern of the film , ahead 
of characters, plot and what ever 
else they remembered to sling 
in . 
In short, making a movie like 
"Bite the Bullet" to protest our 
over-developed need to win is 
like making a film like Rollerball . 
to protest our apparent need for 
·violence. Which is like raping in 
-the name of virginity, 
"Bite the Bullet" is sort of like 
a lot of those 40' s westerns that 
were just out there somewhere--
out in a vague, unreal past in 
some . unidentifiable tract of the 
great Americlfn desert. We 
mean the sort Walter Brennan 
and John Wayne and Ben John-
son starred in. The kind th'at 
people like Kirk Douglas and 
Montgomery Clift and Gregory 
Peck started out in and got. out 
of fast. 
I 
Why anyo!le would feel the 
need to make an improved 
modern version of that type' of 
movie is unclear. , 
The principal contestants ' in-
clude: Candice Bergan who 
came along so that the heroes 
can ha.ye someone to save 
this pointed out to me by a 
friend who hadn ' t yet even 
heard about the movie), James 
Coburn p lying James Coburn 
and doing it r!tther badly, and 
Gene Hackmann as a sort of 
western St. Francis of Assisi, 
who comes along to put splints 
on injured baby birds and beat 
out orphanage fires with his 
bare hands. 
Other characters involved iIi 
the race include a little mus-
tachioed fat man in a derby who 
quits the first day when realizes 
he can't find Stan Laurel, a 
Mexican farmer who came along 
in the hope of finding a ,cheap 
dentist (he even goes around 
biting on bullets--we told you 
this fllm wasn't a great one on 
sublety; and Ben Johnson who 
comes along so you ' ll know it'~ a 






IN SAMUEL BECKETT'S I I ' . 
ErNDGAME 
"There are rarely mixed views of Andre Gregory's work with his 
theatre company, ~e Manhattan Project. I love ,it~ I think Mr. 
Gregory is one of the most interesting and innovative directors 
in the world. "Endgame" is a lovely production. Even more it is 
a lO;ing productio~. This is ope of the best things . in the 
Amerl.can theatre het:e and now." --Clive Barnes 
New York Times 
. western, and who dies once he 
figures out what kind. 
The film also owes something 
to the "realisitc" weste'rns of 
the late 60' s the kind of film 
you'd have found Paul Newman 
in where th hero is only 99 and 
44/ 100s percent pure and hoof 
and mouth disease is discussed 
maturely. For this reason Jan 
Michael Vincent comes along as 
_ a young pervert who prefers 
making horses bleed to ' hanging 
around Candice Bergn, 
By the way, in addition to 
bleeding, the mounts ir. this film 
jump off cliffs, encounter bears , 
. get shot, are delivered dead to 
glue company wagons, are cre: 
mated , and sweat enough lather 
for amonth of Clairol commer-
cials. 
"Andre Gregory is remarkable f or sheer theatricality . In "Endgame," 
he h~s taken an austere' doomsday play and injected it with manic 
laughing gas. The eff~ct is right. The cast i s superb." 
- -T .E. Kalem 
Time Magazine 
FRIDAY, SEPT.19-8:30 P. M.-J.C. PENNEY AUD. 
$2 UMSL· STUDENTS -$ 3 FACULTY & STAFF 
$4 PUBLIC 
Advance tickets are availab le at the University Center Information Desk . 
This program has been subsidized with Student Activity funds • 
• "-
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MonUlnental St. Louis' Or how the glories of thel .. time . ... turn a certain cruddy green 
Statues are something of an 
acquired tast. for Americans. At 
the time of the revolution there 
were only four pieces of formal 
sculpture-~that is, public mon-
uments as distinguished from 
decorative tombstones and the 
like--in the thirteen colonies. 
None of them stand intact today. 
Exactly what happened in not a 
matter of clear record. Three 
monuments were to English 
aristocracy anp were destroyed 
by patriots during the war. One • -
of these was a statue of George . 
1lI which had been erected in 
1776 by the City of New York in 
a purely political move. The city 
father ' had already ordered a 
statue of former Prime Minister 
William Pitt to be sent from 
England . Since Pitt 's ' pro-col-
onial feelings were well known 
they apparently hoped to ap-
pease Loyalis,ts by .... giving George 
equal representation. 
After a mob demolished the 
statue, George ' s parts were dis-
posed of in various ways . One 
and a half tons became bu!lets. 
Other pieces werefound in a 
Connecticut swamp in 1972. Di- ' 
aries of the time mention a 
certain lady in London as having 
the head of GeorgellI under her 
"sopha" and it is presumable 
they mean the statue's. 
Pitt's statue did not last out the 
year either. 
America's distaste for statues 
remained strong. Jefferson went 
so (ar as to record in his 
notebooks that in the new re-
public there would never be a 
monument raised to a~ody. 
Needless to . say, we did not 
quite live up to Jeffe .. son's 
hopes . There's a monument to 
the butterfly in Monarch Cali-
fornia, to tile ' seagull in Salt 
Lake City and to the anteater in 
the District of Columbia. 
In short, Americans started 
erecting statues to who or what-
ever came to mind wherever. 
Pockets of resistance still 
existed--virtually none of the 
statues in San Fransisco's big-
gest park is visible to the casual 
passerby. This is in itself some-
thing of a monument to a 
landscaper who did not like 
statues. 
But in most places city 'fathers 
were allowed to stick their necks 
out as far as they could. St. 
Louis is a prime example of the 
smug self-confidence city plan-
ners felt in assuming that the 
famous o(one age would be held 
in as much esteem by future 
generation . 
. It somehow figures that the 
biggest statue in Forest Park 
would be of Jefferson. The 
figure is mad~ of two colors of 
stone. Vandals a·few years back 
apparently shared his view about 
monuments and removed the 
nose. 
Jefferson migh'triave had' some 
premonition as to what was 
going to -happen to him at the 
hands of future monument 
builders, but the lesser known 
men he shares the park with 
would probably be as surprised 
as anyone if they knew about the 
statues raised to them in Forest 
Park. 
Owen Miller and Otto Osten-
dorf have a monument to their 
honor. Former secretary and 
reasurer to the American Feder-
ation of Musicians. It is a pity 
that they and the reason there is 
a monument to them has not 
remained as well known as their 
union. 
,(ber~e_ is ~ a monument to the 
Confederacy there and not far 
from it a statue to Union 
General Franz Sigel. Now little 
remebered , Sigel's great mo-
ment came at the Battle of 
Wilson Creek where he mistook 
a body of" Louisianan troops 
several times larger than his 
own for the First Iowa Infantry 
and ran upto greet them. He 
was involved in several other . 
major battles, but his retreats at 
them were not hearly as suc-
cessful. 
, Edwin Bates is there. He was a 
United States Senator, president 
of the 1856 Whig National 
Convention and Attorney Gener-
'al under Lincoln. But by now 
he's just another local boy who 
moved away a!ld was forgotten. 
Tower Grove Park has always 
tried hard at projecting a classy 
image (like t~e sign there says: 
washing, polishing and work of 
any nature on cars prohibited 
anywhere in this park). So it 
makes sense somehow that big 
names would be chosen as the 
subjects for statues whether or 
not they have any connetion with 
Henry Shaw or St. Louis in 
general. 
Alexander Von Humboldt is ' 
there. Rather a more celebrated 
naturalist t han ,' Shaw, V0!1 
Humboldt found the confluence 
of the Amazon and the Orinoco. 
Neither his profession or his 
accomplishment is indicated at 
the site, suggesting perhaps that 
he was at one time a much 
bigger man in South St. Louis. 
Shakespeare stands there un-
iden ified. His connection with 
the city we really cannot figute. 
A possible excuse might be at 
the statues feet . Columbus is 
represented and even has a 
dedication. That Shaw, or on~ of 
his successors would . feel himself 
in a .position to dedicate "the 
xix Century to Lo~umbus" 
comes dose to explaining Shaw, 
• Tower Grove and a lot of South 
St. Louis iii ' get}eral. 
As a final note we should 
perhaps include U~SL's o~n 
monument. The Amencan legIOn 
bell behind Stadler has, in past 
years, been usually. ignored an.d 
occasionally vandaltzed. 1 hat IS 
generally the best use a monu-
ment can be. put to anyway. 
STUDY IN CONTRASTS: At left tJw '. I lle of Edwin Bates In Forest 
Park. Above, a less Imposlng_ m''' 'lImcnt at North Hanley near 
UMSL. 
"~CJ( TO SCHOOL -SALE 
CD Hcconls 
RECORD BAR'S BACK TO 
SCHOOL SALE INCLUDES: 
Freddy Fender's Before the Next Teardrop Falls 
Poco's Head Over Heels 
Nashvi lie Soundtrack 
The Pointer Sisters' Steppin' 
Isaac Hayes' Chocolate Chip 
Elton John's Captain Fantastic 
Elton John's Greatest Hits 
Roger Daltrey's Ride A Rock Horse 
Neil Sedaka's Sedaka's Back 
Jaws Soundtrack 
RecoraBar 
5c?uth 'County tV!a II-West CountyMall·St.Clai r Sq. 






EVERYTHING APPEARED UNDER CONTROL as the Varsity and 
_ Alumni played to a 3-3 tie in tbeir annual match. ' Jphoto by Betty 
Brielmaier .J 
september 7th-14th 
General Assembly,SunJay September 7th 
.Room 101 of the J.c. Penny building at1:00p.m. 




If you ara unable to attend Sunday's assembly, but you ~ are 
interested, come to Room 126 J.C.Penney BuDding, Monday, 
September 8, betwee~ 9am.-3pm. 





Buy 'any size Pizza at . regular price and receive a 
FREE PIZZA 
I Next smaller . size with equai number i.?~gredients · 1 
1 ~~~~~T.!!.R!.0~:" ~E~~~~. !!.~..!!7~ :~ I 
. - \ . 
Featuring.our Pizza' and Salad Buffet 
Mon.-Fri. 11-2 All you can eat S1. 8; 
Only' 2 seconds fromUMSl Between the north exits 
Allow 20 minutes for carry outs 522-8181 
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Graduation leads 
to rebuilclin,g 
Graduation is a reflective per-
iod in one's life --a time of 
pausing and reliving past ac-
complishments. That is, unless 
one happens to be UMSL head 
soccer coach Don Dallas with 
eight players involved. if that 
happens to be the case, one 
could be facing a rebuilding 
season. 
Absent from' this year's squad 
are three-time All-AmeriFan 
Kevin Missey, former All-Mid-
west player Frank Flesch, who 
now occupies an assistant coach ' 
position on Coach Dallas' staff, 
. super-sub Tim Kersting, . Alan 
Rudroff, Ed Fleming, Rick 
Anselm, Jim Creamer, and Don " 
Deason. Returning this year will 
be Ted O'Neill, leading scorer 
last season with 9 goals and 1 
assist , Mark Dorsey , Mark 
LeGrand, Jim McKenna and Pat 
Hogan. Also returning late \ in 
the season might be letterman 
Steve Stockmann, who was in-
jured in summer soccer action. 
If Coach Dallas is to attempt to 
repeat the 6-5-2 record of last 
season he will need to enlist the 
aid of som~ new addition. These 
addit ions include three j un ior 
college transfers " Dennis 
Bozesky and Jim Goodall of 
Meramec Community College, 
and Richard Hudson of Floris-
sant Community College. 
NAIA soccer champs, 'and East-
ern minois, the Midwestern Re-
gional representative to the 
Division II finals. Other matches 
include contests with Western -
Illinois, who denied UMSL the 
privilege of retaining the Divi-
sion II national championship 
last year by defeating the River-
men in regional playoff action, 
SIU~dwardsville, Northern Illi- • 
nois, Illinois-Chicago Circle, 
Benedictive, Washington 
University and Xavier_ Additions 
to the schedule this year include . 
Southern Methodist Univesity 
and the University of Cincinnati 
'Commenting on the Riverman 
soccer potential for 1975, Dallas 
stressed the key for team victory 
"We have lots of newcomers to 
the squad this season and how 
w do overall will depend on 
how well they can adjust to 
working and playing together." 
It is this team play and indi-
vidual potential that will have to 
be developed and combined to 
produce a contender this season. 
Contenders are becoming an 
annual tradition for Coach Don 
.Dallas and his Rivermen teams. 
Unproven in the collegiate 
ranks but heavily counted on for 
contributions this season will be 
the incoming freshmen. This 
. new list of freshmen includes. 
Mike Dean of McCluer High 
School, Jack Donovan from 
ALL EYES are focused on the loose ball in front of the Varsity goal 
in th Annual Varsity-Alumni Soccer Game. [Photo by Betty 
. Brlelmaier J 
~ DuBourg High School, Nick 
Traina from St. Louis University 
High, Terry Fitzsimmons of St . 
Mary' s High School and Steve 
Moyers of Hazelwood Central. 
Dallas hopes to combine these 
unfamiliar faces with his healthy 
corps of returnees as he opens 
his annually-tough regualr sea-
son play on Sept. 6. The 
opponent will again be cross-
town rival St. Louis University in 
what has come to be known as 
the St. Louis Cup Match . SLU 
should prove to be a formidable 
foe based on its past record 
which includes a runner-up .per-
formance in Division ILast sea-
son , bowing only to Howard · 
University. 
In addition to St . Louis Univer-
si t y, the Riverme n al so face ' 
Quincy !2ollege, last I year's 
\ 
UMSL's baseball team won the. 
Missouri-Illinois Collegiate 
Baseball (MICBIL) title by de-
feating McKendree College (2 
out of 3) 19-0, 2-6, and 7-2 in a 
playoff Augu~t 23-24 . The 
Rivermen won the first half of 
the schedule with a record of 
11-3 and McKendree won the 
second half with a 12-2 record. 
By winning MICBIL the 
Rivermen play in the Tour-
nament of Champions August 
30-31 , September 5,6 and 7. 
Playing without 10 members 
from last spring 's team and only 
three regulars left fqr the sum-
mer, Bob Diering, Ron Tessler 
and Bob Bone with Chuck 
Diering filiing in when needed, 
the Rivermen continued the ir 
winning tradition with an overall 
record of 21-8. 
Coach Dix, commenting about 
the first- year league , said , 
" OveraH the league was suc-
cessful in i~s purpose , but im-
, provements are ne~ded for up-
coming years like playing night 
games , splitting the league: 
etc. " 
Leading the club in hitting 
were Larry Britt .354 , John 
Kazanas .342 and Grayling 
Tobias hitting .459 just for the 
second half of the season. The 
slugging was led by the Diering 
(continued page 19, column 3) 
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Sedans , Formula Cars, S port s Racers, Show-
room Stock and Sport s Cars ... 22 classes, 7 races 
each day ! Qual i fying begins at 8 :00 a.m . 
Racing 12 Noon . 
TICKETS: Advance - Both Days $ 7.00 
Saturday - $3.00 Sunday $4.00 / 
Ge'leraf Admission at Track Both Day s $8.00 
Saturday - $4.00 Sunday $5.00 
Paddock Pass $2.00 each day 
Advance T ickets - Sears, Orange Jul ius NW, 
. Spectrum, Golde 's T icket A gency , Edwardsvil le 
A&W. 
2.86 mile road racing circuit 
Sanctioned by St. Louis Regi on , SCCA 
MAR is 30 m inutes West o f St . Louis on 
Interstate 40 or 70 - Exi t AA just past 
Wentzvill e. 
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1975Passes in review: a''''etics at ·UMS' 
- . 
The -sports scene at ' UMSL 
during the 1974-75 academic 
year presented a kaleidescope of 
views, successes and failures for 
its interested followers. 
One of the year's disappoint-
ments' came in soccer where the 
Rivermen, then reigning ' as 
.NCAA Division II soccer kings, 
limped home with a 6-5-2 season 
record, a loss in the first round 
of ,regional play, and stood on 
the sidelines as Adelphi Univer-
sity and Southern Pacific College 
battled for the championship on 
UMSL's own field. 
"Injuries really hurt us, "stated 
coach Don Dallas last fall. A , 
number of players, such as 
Dennis Kiely, were sidelined for 
parts of , the season, while 
others, such as star midfielder 
Kevin Missey, Tim Kersting, 
Jim Creamer and Frank Flesch, 
were playing with injuries. 
In cross country the Rivermen. 
continued to suffer from an 
inability to retain their experi-
enced runners. Hit hard by 
transfers and injuries, the har-
riers finished the season with 
five runners, two freshmen and I 
three sophomores, and a last 
place finish in the St. Louis Area 
Colleges Athletic Association 
(SLACAA) conference meet. 
While the men were struggling 
through a long autumn, wo-
men's sports began their surge 
to prominence. The volleyball 
team came - home from Cape 
Girardeau with a .fourth place 
finish in the state tournament, 
with a 6-2 sea~on record and a 
7-7-0 record in the state tourn-
ament. Meanwhile in field hoc-
key the women finished the year 
with ~ . 7-1-4 record and third 
place In the state tournament, 
after going winless the previous 
season. .. 
In b:asketbaU coach Chuck Smith 
was pleasantly surprised by the 
arrival of junior college transfer 
Warren Wynn on ,campus. The 
6-9 center anchored <the middle 
as he rose to sixth pface on 
UMSL's career rebound list in 
one season. Assisted by fresh-
man forward Rolandis Nash, 
Wynn provided the balance 
needed to take the pressure off 
scoring 'wizard Bobby Bone a!ld 
the Rivermen surged to a 16-8 
record after finishing 10-15 the 
previous year. 
Women's basketball provided 
UMSL witH one _of its most 
successful teams, capturing its 
second successive title in the 
Gateway Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics for Women 
(GAIA W) and third place in the 
state tournament enroute to a 
15-1 reeord. 
Sports Shorts 
Tryouts for the UMSL River-
belles will be held Sept. 10 at 
3 pm in the Multi-purpose build 
ing. 
All those interested in cheer-
leading or pompon squad should 
attend practice Sept. 4 at 11 am 
in ' the Multi-purpose building 
Men wanting to tryout for 
yell-leaders should attend the , 
Sept. 4 practice. A date for 
yell-leader tryouts Will be set at 
that time. 
For further information contact' 
Judy Whitney at 453-5641. 
Jerry Young, a freshman at 
UMSL, qualified for the national 
100 mile and 100 kilometer 
race-walk with a time of two 
hours ten minutes in a distance 
of 121h miles Monday during the 
Heart ot Am~rica marathon. 
Young finished second in the 
race-walk field in the marathon 
behind Larry Young, 1972 O-
lympic bronze medalist in the SO 
kilometer race-walk. 
The swimming team, led by ' 
captain Monte Strub, the only 
returning letterman, suffered 
tbrough a winless season and a 
last place iinish in the SLACAA 
' conference meet. The tankers 
stilt managed to make headlines 
as four women tried out for the 
team, led by Ellen Murray,who 
swam and played on the highly 
successful women's basketball 
team simultaneously. 
The wrestling team finished the' 
season with an 8-7 record. Three 
wrestlers , Greg Holmes, Dan · 
Luckey. and Rick Binder, repre-· 
sented UMSL in the NCAA' 
tournament at East Stroudsburg, 
Pennsylvania. 
The men's tennis team finished 
~the season with a 12-5 record 
and a second place finish in the 
.SL)(CAA tournament. The wo-
men's team ended with a 6-1 
re~ord, their only loss coming 
against Principia. 
The golf teaJIl traveled to 
tournaments throughout the 
season, finishing as high as 
third in the Bea Classic at 
Western llIinois University and 
placing second in the SLACAA 
tournament. 
" A good ' year," said coach 
Fred Nelson in describing the 
1975 baseball season. 11te Riv-
ermen had just rewritten the 
record books as they raced to a 
30-15 record, a trip to the finals 
in the Midwest Regionals, and 
the number two national ranking 
in the Collegiate Baseball col-
lege division poll. ' 
The summer' of 1975 saw the 
departure of two familiar faces 
' from tlu: athleti.c staff. Dan 
Wall, .assistant basketball coach 
and head cross country coach, -
took a head coaching job in 
bask«:<tball at Independence 
(Kansas) Community College. 
He is replaced by Mark Bernsen 
former Rivermen basketball 
star and coach of last year's 4A 
state basketball champions at 
McCluer High School. 
Fred Nelson, .head coach for 
both swimming and baseball, 
left to take the head coaching 
job in basketball at Scottsdale 
Community College (Arizona). 
He is replaced by his_assistant 
coach, Jim Dix. 
Can 
blackand blue 
see to · ! 
, 
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In Rochester, New York. it 's been happeniDg for years. 
The youth is a member of TOPs. Teens on Patrol. 
A group of boys and girls from the inner city who 
work with police each summer to help keep city rec-
reation areas safe and orderly. 
TOPs was conceived by Eastman Kodak Com-
pany and Rochester Jobs, Inc, in 1967, It has brought 
about a g.ceater understanding and mutual respect 
between police and young people from the surround-
ing community. 
TOPs don't have the power to make arrests, but 
they learn about ~olice by working with them, Wear-
ing special jackets and T-shirts, they ride in squad 
cars. Walk .the.beat. Monitor calls at the station, Su-
pervise kids at pools and playgrounds. For which 
they're paid a salary. 
Police come into the neighborhood as partici-
pants, not observers. When they get to know the 
people they're sworn to protect, they learn how their 
interests can be better served. 
Why does Kodak provid6 fil}ancial support to 
TOPs? Because helping the people of Rochester 
communicate with one another helps build a better 
community in which the Qompany can operate and 
grow. In short, it's good business. And ware in busi · 
ness to-make a profit. But it's also good for society. 
The same society our business depends on. ' 
If a company toat makes pictures can't help peo· 
pie see more clearly, who can? 
Kodak. 
More than a business. 
• 
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Dix nailled coach 
UMSL athletic director Chuck 
Smith has announced that Jim 
Dix will succeed Fred Nelson as , 
the Rivermen's new baseball 
coach. 
Nelson, who has been the head 
coach for three years, has taken 
the head coaching job at Scotts-
dale Community College in Ari-
'TYPING DONE IN MY 
HOME-reasonable, electric 
typewriter- 80 words per 
minute. 
Excellent back2round ill , 
spelling, punctuation" . 




Dix has been Nelson's assistant 
coach for the past three years. 
He has also worked in promoting 
athletic events here at UMSL. 
A native St. Louisan, Dix 
attended Normandy High School 
and St. Louis University, where 
he lettered three years in both 
baseball and basketball. His 
highest honors at SLU were won 
in baseball , when he made the 
All-American team in 1966 as he 
captained the squad which fin-
ished third in NCAA tourna-
ment. 
Following his college career Dix 
was drafted by the New York 
Mets and spent six years in their 
organization. Twice he was 
voted to all-star teams while 
playing fQr Met teams in the 
New York Pennsylvania Carol-
ina League. He then played in 
t e Expo orga~ization until in-
juries and age, which stemmed 
from previous military obliga-
tions, forced him to hang up his 
glove. 
Dix graduated. from St. l{)uis 
University in 1965 with 'a bach-
elor's degree in psychology and 
. received his master's in second-
ary education , specializing in 
physical educaiton, from UMSL 
in May 1974. 
Athletic director Smith, com-
,'menting on UMSL's ne", base-
ball coach, said, "We are ex-
tremely happy to h.ve someone 
of Jim's caliber as our new 
coach. I feel he will continue the 
UMSL baseball program in the 
same winning ways that his 
predecessor, Fred Nelson did, 
and I'm sure his teams will be 
just as exciting, if not more 
exciting, to watch, II 
See What's Cookin' at 
Fall baseball begins September 
4, 3:00. UMSL Baseball Field 
behind Multi -Purpose Bldg . 
COME PREPARED! Any quest-
ions, contact: Coach Dix 
453-5641 
JIM DlX' newly appointed baseball coach. [Photo courtesy of Sports 
information Office.] 
Hardballers capture league title 
fOIMEIIl~ ", l U 52 ST,CHAIIlES ROCK ROAD • 
HOME.Of THE 98c DINNER 
- CARRY OUTS --
8961 NATURAL B~IDGE 427~3813. 
IN 11tE BEL ACRES St!OPPING CENTER 
(continued from page 17) 
brothers, John Kazanas and Ron 
Tessler. Bob ll;d the club with 21 
RBI, Chuck was high in homers 
with 5 and had 14 RBI, John 
Kazanas led the_ club with 5 
doubles, 3 triples and had 18 
RBI and Ron Tessler had 5 
. doubles" 3 home runs and 16 
RBI. In runs scored Tessle'r had 
26 and Britt 23, in hits Britt had 
29 and Kazanas followed with 
26. As a team the Rivermen 
batted .299. 
In the pitching department, 
Mark Lynn took all honors with 
a 6-1 record. allowing only 9 
walks in 44 113 innings. Brad 
Brown was right behind Lynn 
with a 5-2 record. The best 
pitching performance was a 
combined no hitter (Brown, 
Dannegger and Olsen) against 
Mo .-Baptist with the aid of 
Chuck Diering hitting 3 two run 
homers . 
MICBIL was a combination of 
area colleges; St. Louis U. 
Washington U., UMSL, Harris , 
Teachers' . Mo.-Baptist , 
Greenville, Mc Kendree and SIU 
'for the sole purpose to improve 
basebalf in the St. 'Louis area by 
giving upaoming freshmen and 
players who didn't play much 
the past year, experience under 
game conditions, .. and prepare 
them for_ the upcoming season . 
....... / 
130'( Women's athletic program opens 
VALUABLE COUPON •••••••••• 
· -• ~OOUR • 
• 
3 . .• ' : $1.49 piece .,: 
• CHICKEN $1.24 .• 
• Includes • 
• potato. gfavy , dinner willi COIIPGD = 
: cole slaw, and on'e roll. ' ! I 




now,,, 51-. Lovis . ..... 
Your wedding 
Judy Whitney, d irecto'r of 
women 's intercollegiate athletic 
program for the 19~5-76 acade-
mic yea r. The women 's intercol-
legiate program includes tennis, 
field hockey, basketball , volley-
ball and softball . 
Practice for-field hockey began 
Monday, August 25 and will be 
Monday , Wednesday and Friday 
-
in pictu~es , 
~ \ 




10% off on prepaid weddings 
20% off on optional w~dding alb~_s 
Call today for ~n ~appoint_ent 
838-8168 \ 
, from 2:30-4:00 on the intramural 
fiel d. Volleyball practice, held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
12:00-1:30 in the gym, began 
Th ursday, August 28. For 
further informat ion on the wo-
- men 's intercollegiate program, 
contact Judy Whitney or Carol 
Migneron in 225 Multi-Purpose 




Athletic dueling, scuba diving, 
and modern jazz dance are 
. among 27 sports instruction pro-
! grams for students and other 
adults to be offered beginning 
_ Sept. 15 at the University of. 
Missouri at St. Louis. 
Other programs include bowl-, 
ing , golf, gymnast ics , karate , 
tennis, weight training, yoga" 
swimming, and a variety ·of 
dance instruction. Fees range 
i from 517 to 544 for each of the 
courses. 
For details about any of the 
I program offerings, call Dr. Den-
: nis Fallon, UMSL physical ed-
,ucation coordinator, at 453-5226. 
; For information on registration 
. and fees , call the UMSL Enen" 
:sion Division at 453-596i . 
, I Reduced fees will be offered to 
UMSL students and fauclty. 
IRESUME &: WIUTING SERVICE 
trYPING &: EDITING SER· 
tVICES: theses, dissertations 
legal, form 171, resumes. fo. 
1Df0rmatioD call: 
576-5192 

